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[press review] NAS reports on SRM and CDR [100.00% relevance]


... report concludes Nature: Climate geoengineering schemes come under fire NY Times ( ... Dot Earth): In Geoengineering Study, Science Academy Sees Merit in ... NY Times: Panel Urges Research on Geoengineering as a Tool Against Climate Change ... Washington Post: Geoengineering and the folly of playing God with ... Study, Experts Say Bloomberg.com: Geoengineering: The Bad Idea We Need to Stop ... Cooling Planet Idea Climate Central: Geoengineering Holds Promise; Solutions Not Ready ... Eco News Today: Geoengineering

[press review] Iron fertilization in Canada/Haida Gwaii (7th update, 05.09.'13) [65.63% relevance]


... the guardian: World's biggest geoengineering experiment 'violates' UN rules ... treehugger: Ocean Geoengineering Experiment Likely Broke ... International Law The Vancouver Sun: Geoengineering experiment off B.C. coast called ' ... Ocean yaleenvironment360: 'Rogue' Geoengineering Scheme: In Pacific Violated UN Rules ... Groups Say 16.10.'12 canada.com: Geoengineering experiment off B.C. coast called ' ... coast ScienceBlogs: World's biggest geoengineering experiment 'violates' UN rules? ... Seen from Space

[press review] Localised SRM study (1st update, 6.11.) [32.81% relevance]


[press review]: Potentially dangerous consequences for biodiversity of solar geoengineering [31.25% relevance]


for biodiversity of solar geoengineering Media responses to Trisos,... for biodiversity of solar geoengineering (see under read more) Get the latest... for biodiversity of solar geoengineering Media responses to Trisos,... for biodiversity of solar geoengineering implementation and termination 22.01... Here's the reason we'd never halt a geoengineering project midway through Futurism: Our... to Reverse Climate Change With Geoengineering Could Leave the Planet Worse Off... problems of its own Newsy:

AGU Fall Meeting (multiple CE topics, see read more) [29.69% relevance]


Assessments of Radiation Management Geoengineering I Posters GC33B-1223 Engineering ... Sensing GC33B-1226 Effects of Solar Geoengineering on Meridional Energy Transport and ... to optimize the climate response to geoengineering GC33B-1230 Stratospheric solar ... GC33B-1232 Trade-offs of Solar Geoengineering and Mitigation under Climate Targets ... Climate Response to Long-term Solar Geoengineering GC33B-1235 Response of land carbon ... cycle to stratospheric aerosol geoengineering GC33B-1236 Deliberating Albedo ...

[press review] Geoengineering Governance (Parson/Keith) [29.69% relevance]


[press review]: US solar geoengineering field study [25.00% relevance]


press review]: US solar geoengineering field study Press coverage on ... April 2017 [press review]: US
solar geoengineering field study 24.03. MIT Technology … Ahead on Plans for Atmospheric Geoengineering Experiments the guardian: US … launch world's biggest solar geoengineering study Menafm: Scientists launch … solar geoengineering study ETC Group: Trump … F&E: Harvard researchers to launch geoengineering experiment 25.03. Real Climate … Science: Biggest Solar Geoengineering Study Launched GreenTech

[press review]: Impacts of hemispheric solar geoengineering [23.44% relevance]


Sterck, Olivier (2011): Geoengineering as an alternative to mitigation [21.88% relevance]


Special Issue: Geoengineering Research and its Limitations. In: Climatic Change [18.75% relevance]


Irvine, Peter J.; Ridgwell, Andy; Lunt, Daniel J. (2011): Climatic effects of surface albedo geoengineering [18.75% relevance]


Climatic effects of surface albedo geoengineering Irvine, Peter J.; Ridgwell, Andy; … Climatic effects of surface albedo geoengineering. In: J. Geophys. Res 116 (D24). … Various surface albedo modification geoengineering schemes such as those involving … to compare three surface albedo geoengineering proposals: urban, cropland, and …


27.09. the guardian: Why has geoengineering been legitimised by the IPCC? the … climate report: the digested read Geoengineering Politics Blog: IPCC WGI Gives … Impartial Consideration to Geoengineering Thomas Reuters: Geoengineering rules … rather than later idw: IPCC includes geoengineering in summary for policy-makers – what … 4: Can we beat climate change with geoengineering? ETC Group: Concern as IPCC Bangs … the Drum for Geoengineering Greenpeace Germany: Hour of the … German) WiWo: Is it possible
Blackstock, J.; et al. (2018): Geoengineering our climate? Ethics, politics and governance
[17.19% relevance]


Blackstock, J.; et al. (2018): Geoengineering our climate? Ethics, politics and governance. 2018 Blackstock, J.; et al. (2018): Geoengineering our climate? Ethics, politics and governance. The historic origins of contemporary geoengineering ideas, the book goes on to explore... the


Hubert, Anna-Maria; et al. (2016): Geoengineering. Code of conduct for geoengineering [17.19% relevance]


Hubert, Anna-Maria; et al. (2016): Geoengineering. Code of conduct for geoengineering. doi:10.1038/537488a. Geoengineering is central to

Markusson, Nils; Wong, Pak-Hang (2015): Geoengineering Governance, the Linear Model of Innovation, and the Accompanying Geoengineering Approach [17.19% relevance]
Hale, Benjamin (2012): The World that would have been: Moral Hazard Arguments against Geoengineering (preliminar publication) [17.19% relevance]

[press review] US Global Change Research Program in favor of CE research [15.63% relevance]

[press review] Olivine impact study with marine biology [15.63% relevance]
Geoengineering

Impact of open ocean dissolution of crushed rock: a method to analyse 'rock dissolving' method of geoengineering

Study: olivine geoengineering to Climate Change: Climate geoengineering: Is crushed rock the answer? Common Dreams: Geoengineering Schemes: Destroying the Earth to climate change

Environmental research web: Olivine geoengineering could affect marine life

Harding, A.; et al. (2018): The economics of geoengineering


Hourdequin, M. (2018): Geoengineering Justice Hourdequin, M. (2018): ... 0162243918802893. Global-scale solar geoengineering ... Get the latest News via RSS-feed ... October 2018 Hourdequin, M. (2018): Geoengineering Justice Hourdequin, M. (2018): ... "Global-scale solar geoengineering raises critical ethical questions, ... intergenerational justice. Although geoengineering is sometimes framed as a response to ... vulnerable to climate-related harms, geoengineering also has the potential to exacerbate ... a few. The geoengineering could affect marine life.

Kravitz, Ben; et al. (2013): Sea spray geoengineering experiments in the geoengineering model intercomparison project (GeoMIP): Experimental design and preliminary results


, Ben; et al. (2013): Sea spray geoengineering experiments in the geoengineering ... , Olivier et al. (2013): Sea spray geoengineering experiments in the geoengineering ... . Ben; et al. (2013): Sea spray geoengineering experiments in the geoengineering ... , Olivier et al. (2013): Sea spray geoengineering experiments in the geoengineering ... to test aspects of sea spray geoengineering, to be conducted under the auspices ... of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project.


Geoengineering is assumed to be on the side of … and climate justice. After Geoengineering rejects

[press review] AAAS conference in San Jose + CIA intrests in CE [14.06% relevance]


international authority on climate geoengineering Newsmax: Scientists Call for … International Authority on Climate Geoengineering the guardian: Spy agencies fund …. Stuff.co.nz: Scientists call for 'geoengineering' tests to find ways to cool the … Democrat: Scientists call for 'geoengineering' tests to find ways to cool the … raises concerns over hostile geoengineering the guardian: Can the CIA weaponise … .02. Washington Post: Mega-droughts, geoengineering, alien contact: Notes from AAAS the …

Jones, Chris; et al. (2013): LWEC Geoengineering Report. A forward look for UK research on climate impacts of geoengineering [14.06% relevance]


Briefing Notes from the CGG project [14.06% relevance]
and recommendations of the Climate Geoengineering Governance project. They are … and recommendations of the Climate Geoengineering Governance project. They are … elsewhere on this website." What is geoengineering? Are the economics of geoengineering …? The security implications of solar geoengineering How might geoengineering be … regulated? Engaging the public with geoengineering What should we expect from … research? Is there a place for geoengineering in addressing climate research? Link

Bala, G.; et al. (2018): Solar Geoengineering Research in India [14.06% relevance]


Irvine, Peter J.; et al. (2018): Brief communication. Understanding solar geoengineering's potential to limit sea level rise requires attention from cryosphere experts [14.06% relevance]


communication. Understanding solar geoengineering's potential to limit sea level rise … communication. Understanding solar geoengineering's potential to limit sea level rise … communication. Understanding solar geoengineering's potential to limit sea level rise … /tc-2017-279. "Stratospheric aerosol geoengineering, a form of solar geoengineering, is … the risks of climate change. Solar geoengineering could reduce


Cao, Long; et al. (2015): Geoengineering. Basic science and ongoing research efforts in China [14.06% relevance]


Cao, Long; et al. (2015): Geoengineering. Basic science and ongoing research … Gao, Chao-Chao; Zhao, Li-Yun (2015): Geoengineering. Basic science and ongoing research … 2015 Cao, Long; et al. (2015): Geoengineering. Basic science and ongoing research … Gao, Chao-Chao; Zhao, Li-Yun (2015): Geoengineering. Basic science and ongoing research … .002 "Next, we introduce an ongoing geoengineering research project in China that is … project, being the first coordinated geoengineering research program in China.

Buck, Holly Jean (2012): Geoengineering: Re-making Climate for Profit or Humanitarian Intervention? [14.06% relevance]


Buck, Holly Jean (2012): Geoengineering: Re-making Climate for Profit or … ? Jean Buck, Holly (2012): Geoengineering: Re-making Climate for Profit or … 2012 Buck, Holly Jean (2012): Geoengineering: Re-making Climate for Profit or … ? Jean Buck, Holly (2012): Geoengineering: Re-making Climate for Profit or … . "Climate engineering, or geoengineering, refers to large-scale climate … endure. A critical reading views geoengineering as a class project that is designed … who fund research and implement

Lecture: What is geoengineering, what relation has geoengineering to IPCC(AR5) and what are our options? [12.50% relevance]


Lecture: What is geoengineering, what relation has geoengineering to … Society Student Conference. What is geoengineering, what relation has geoengineering to … Kiel, 02. July 2014 Lecture: What is geoengineering, what relation has geoengineering to … Society Student Conference. "What is
Geoengineering Monitor: Geoengineering and the UNFCCC process: Spring 2018 update [12.50% relevance]


Geoengineering Monitor: Geoengineering and the ... In 2018, pressure is rising for geoengineering to formally enter the UNFCCC ... via RSS-feed Kiel, 04. June 2018 Geoengineering Monitor: Geoengineering and the ... "In 2018, pressure is rising for geoengineering to formally enter the UNFCCC ... is clear, however, is that bringing geoengineering into the mainstream of international ... carries a great risk of normalizing geoengineering as a legitimate response to climate

[press review] Responses to IAGP findings [12.50% relevance]


project. 25.11.2014 Science Daily: Geoengineering our climate is not a 'quick fix' 26. ... 'could harm billions' Bloomberg: Geoengineering Doesn't Provide 'Magic Bullet' for ... Engineering and Technology Magazine: Geoengineering is scary business, scientist admits ... climate-cooling plan NewScientist: Geoengineering the planet: first experiments take ... 29.11.2014 Climate News Network: Geoengineering could worsen climate change RTCC: ... Could geoengineering make climate change worse? 08.12. ... 2014 Sourcable:

[press review] CIA, NOAA, NASA, NAS are funding a study on CE [12.50% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/press-review-cia-is-funding-a-study-on-ce.html

Climate Manipulation Study 18.07. Geoengineering Politics Blog: The CIA and ... ? PopSci: Why Is The CIA Funding Geoengineering Research? 19.07. NewScientist: CIA ... spooks investigate geoengineering to fix climate NBC News: CIA said to ... hack the global climate gib think: Geoengineering, Courtesy Of US Intelligence ... ; CIA to fund scientific study into geoengineering potential World Wide News: CIA ... Study inhabitat: CIA Sponsors Geoengineering Study to Protect Us from Mad ... FrenchTribune: CIA is Studying
[press review] SPICE Project canceled [12.50% relevance]


Project canceled 16.05. Nature News: Geoengineering experiment cancelled amid patent row … (sciencemag). British Team Cancels Geoengineering Experiment Matt Watsons Blog: … .uk: First test of floating volcano geoengineering project cancelled BBC News: UK … 17.05. the guardian: Don't dismiss geoengineering – we may need it one day inhabitat: … Update NewScientist: Controversial geoengineering field test cancelled 24.05. Nature: … A charter for geoengineering Nature: Cancelled project spurs … debate over

If geoengineering technologies could help to address climate change how should they be governed? [12.50% relevance]


Zhan, P.; et a. (2019): Impacts of sulfate geoengineering on rice yield in China [12.50% relevance]


Heyen, D.; et al. (2019): Strategic implications of counter-geoengineering: Clash or cooperation? [12.50% relevance]

Strategic implications of counter-geoengineering: Clash or cooperation? Heyen, D.; et al. (2018): Strategic implications of counter-geoengineering. Clash or cooperation? Munich: ... whether the threat of counter-geoengineering technologies capable of negating the climatic effects of solar geoengineering can overcome the free-driver problem ...

Geoengineering governance-by-default. An earth system governance perspective: Talberg, Anita; et al. (2017): Geoengineering governance-by-default. An earth system governance perspective. An Earth System Governance perspective that has developed in the absence of explicit geoengineering regulation. An Earth System ...

Geoengineering Earth’s climate. Resetting the thermostat: Swanson, Jennifer (2018): Geoengineering Earth’s climate. Resetting the thermostat. An Earth System Governance perspective that has developed in the absence of explicit geoengineering regulation. An Earth System ...

The threat of counter-geoengineering technologies capable of negating the climatic effects of solar geoengineering can overcome the free-driver problem ...

Gannon, Kate Elizabeth (2015): ‘40 Million Salmon Might Be Wrong’. Ecological Worldviews and Geoengineering Technologies: The Case of the Haida Salmon Restoration Corporation [12.50% relevance]


Be Wrong’. Ecological Worldviews and Geoengineering Technologies: The Case of the Haida … Be Wrong’. Ecological Worldviews and Geoengineering Technologies: The Case of the Haida … Be Wrong’. Ecological Worldviews and Geoengineering Technologies: The Case of the Haida … . "This thesis suggests that ‘geoengineering’ will always be performed and … in relation to a range of other geoengineering proposals and through more


-relevant ranking criteria for geoengineering methods Boyd, Philip W. (2016): … -relevant ranking criteria for geoengineering methods. In Earth’s Future, n/a-n/a … -relevant ranking criteria for geoengineering methods Boyd, Philip W. (2016): … -relevant ranking criteria for geoengineering methods. In Earth’s Future, n/a-n/a … criteria for a suite of different geoengineering approaches. The criteria focus on … the spatial scales needed for geoengineering, and whether large-scale dispersal … categories in


Glienke, Susanne; et al. (2015): The impact of geoengineering on vegetation in experiment G1 of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) [12.50% relevance]


; et al. (2015): The impact of geoengineering on vegetation in experiment G1 of … the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project … Get … ; et al. (2015): The impact of geoengineering on vegetation in experiment G1 of … the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (…, Mark G. (2015): The impact of geoengineering on vegetation in experiment G1 of … the Geoengineering

Pitari, Giovanni; et al. (2014): Stratospheric Ozone Response to Sulfate Geoengineering: Results from the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) [12.50% relevance]


Ozone Response to Sulfate Geoengineering: Results from the Geoengineering … Ozone Response to Sulfate Geoengineering: Results from … Get the latest News … Ozone Response to Sulfate Geoengineering: Results from the Geoengineering … Ozone Response to Sulfate Geoengineering: Results from the Geoengineering … Ozone Response to Sulfate Geoengineering: Results from the Geoengineering … the experiments G3 and G4 of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (…

Horton, Joshua B.; et al. (2013): Solar Geoengineering and the Problem of Liability [12.50% relevance]


Tilmes, Simone; et al. (2013): The hydrological impact of geoengineering in the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) [12.50% relevance]


Morton, Oliver (2013): Nitrogen Geoengineering [12.50% relevance]


Gardiner, Stephen M. (2013): The Desperation Argument for Geoengineering. (final) [12.50% relevance]


Schulz, Sabrina (2012): Climate 2.0 – Can Geoengineering Make the World a Safer Place? [12.50% relevance]


Pringle, K. J.; Carslaw, K. S.; et al. (2012): A multi-model assessment of the efficacy of sea spray geoengineering [12.50% relevance]


Preston, Christopher J. (2011): Re-Thinking the Unthinkable: Environmental Ethics and
the Presumptive Argument Against Geoengineering [12.50% relevance]


Bodansky, Daniel (2011): Governing Climate Engineering: Scenarios for Analysis [12.50% relevance]


Project on Climate Agreements. "Geoengineering is of interest to groups across the … the need to take action now. If geoengineering were possible, then even if climate … ), we could still respond through geoengineering. On the other hand, geoengineering … to reduce emissions fall short. Geoengineering could also prove attractive to … making difficult decisions now. And geoengineering is seductive to economists, because … some geoengineering technologies appear astonishingly … to block incoming sunlight. If

CFP: Multi-disciplinary Assessments of Radiation Management Geoengineering - AGU Session [12.50% relevance]


Assessments of Radiation Management Geoengineering - AGU Session Deadline: 03. August … 2016 Geoengineering (also known as climate engineering) … Assessments of Radiation Management Geoengineering - AGU Session Deadline: 03. August … 2016 "Geoengineering (also known as climate engineering) … the umbrella of Radiation Management Geoengineering (abbreviated geoengineering here), … we explore the latest discoveries in geoengineering research, as well as the broader … context of geoengineering as a potential

Lenton, A.; et al. (2019): Foresight must guide geoengineering research and development [12.50% relevance]

Baskin, J. (2019): Geoengineering, the Anthropocene and the End of Nature [12.50% relevance]

Harvard's Solar Geoengineering Research Program (Blog): The Governance of Solar Geoengineering and Human Rights [12.50% relevance]

Flegal, J.; et al. (2019): Solar Geoengineering: Scientific, Legal, Ethical, and Economic Frameworks [12.50% relevance]
C2G2: How to legitimately govern geoengineering [10.94% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/c2g2-how-to-legitimately-govern-geoengineering.html

C2G2: How to legitimately govern geoengineering Most people recognize the necessity … of governing geoengineering. There is a clear need for an … C2G2: How to legitimately govern geoengineering "Most people recognize the necessity … of governing geoengineering. There is a clear need for an … future deployment of the different geoengineering technologies. Of course, we don’t … institution making decisions about geoengineering – we want a legitimate institution … . But what would it take for a geoengineering

Harvard Kennedy School: Harvard Project Conducts Research Workshop on Governance of Solar Geoengineering [10.94% relevance]


NextBigFuture: Funding and research on geoengineering and climate change mitigation [10.94% relevance]


: Funding and research on geoengineering and climate change mitigation … the impacts of climate change. Solar geoengineering in … Get the latest News via RSS- … : Funding and research on geoengineering and
climate change mitigation "... the impacts of climate change. Solar geoengineering in particular could not be a ... efforts." LINK

ETC Group: Media Advisory: New fact sheets reveal status of geoengineering technology development [10.94% relevance]

The Keith Group: Why we chose not to patent solar geoengineering technologies [10.94% relevance]

[press review]: Developing nations should lead on solar geoengineering research [10.94% relevance]

nations should lead on solar geoengineering research Media responses on Nature ... nations should lead on solar geoengineering research Media responses on Nature ... countries to lead on solar geoengineering research 04.04.2018 Reuters: ... Prevention Web: South should lead in geoengineering research Devdiscourse: Developing ... Nations to research on solar geoengineering; dim sunlight to tackle global ... 05.04.2018 Clean Technica: Solar Geoengineering Should Be Led By “Developing ... nations must lead in solar
TechSwitch: Local weather Change Is Right here. It’s Time to Discuss About Geoengineering


here. It’s Time to Discuss About Geoengineering This raises the specter of … heat-trapping clouds. However geoengineering is … Get the latest News via RSS- … here. It’s Time to Discuss About Geoengineering "This raises the specter of … heat-trapping clouds. However geoengineering is a grimy phrase many local weather … to give you some guidelines about geoengineering ASAP, earlier than desperation over

FCEA Blog: Aligning conceptions of geoengineering for a healthy climate conversation


FCEA Blog: Aligning conceptions of geoengineering for a healthy climate conversation … towards effective conversation on geoengineering, namely that we cannot agree on what … geoengineering … Get the latest News via RSS-feed … FCEA Blog: Aligning conceptions of geoengineering for a healthy climate conversation … towards effective conversation on geoengineering, namely that we cannot agree on what … geoengineering actually is. In particular, the … academic definition of geoengineering is quite different

[press review] Media responses to Charles Long on "Unintentional Geoengineering"


to Charles Long on "Unintentional Geoengineering" Media response to Chuck Long's … presentation on unintentional geoengineering at the AGU Fall Meeting. (see read … to Charles Long on "Unintentional Geoengineering" Media response to Chuck Long’s … presentation on "unintentional geoengineering" at the AGU Fall Meeting. 16.12. … Contrails May Be Creating Accidental Geoengineering BBC News: Jet traffic linked to ice … : Don’t freak out, but we might be geoengineering with contrails 21.12. Real Clear …
The Suburban: Geoengineering examines the possibility of intentionally altering our global climate [10.94% relevance]


The Suburban: Geoengineering examines the possibility of intentionally altering our global climate. With every plan for geoengineering the idea can be picked apart and we ... On the whole the risk is that geoengineering is ... Get the latest News via RSS- ... 20. November 2015 The Suburban: Geoengineering examines the possibility of intentionally altering our global climate "With every plan for geoengineering the idea can be picked apart and we ... On the whole the risk is that geoengineering is totally untested, but more ... model we cannot test the theories

The Grist: Can Geoengineering Save Us from Climate Change? [10.94% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/the-grist-can-geoengineering-save-us-from-climate-change.html

The Grist: Can Geoengineering Save Us from Climate Change? Despite the cleverness of geoengineering, one frequently encountered counterargument is that geoengineering alone is not a sustainable solution ... Kiel, 22. August 2015 The Grist: Can Geoengineering Save Us from Climate Change? "Despite the cleverness of geoengineering, one frequently encountered counterargument is that geoengineering alone is not a sustainable solution ... a world in which we rely solely on geoengineering can easily become a

Eos: Scientists Debate Geoengineering at European Geosciences Union Meeting [10.94% relevance]


Eos: Scientists Debate Geoengineering at European Geosciences Union ... Meeting A debate about geoengineering the climate, held at the European ... on 1 May, explored whether any geoengineering techniques should be ... Get the ... 21. May 2014 Eos: Scientists Debate Geoengineering at European Geosciences Union ... Meeting "A debate about geoengineering the climate, held at the European ... on 1 May, explored whether any geoengineering techniques should be considered; if ... unintended repercussions from geoengineering

[press review] CE effectiveness/side effects (on Keller, et al. (2014)) [update 11.03] [10.94% relevance]
Kiel: Press release live science: Geoengineering Ineffective Against Climate Change, … : Exploring the side effects of geoengineering – experts respond eco news: Study … (German) The Green Optimistic: Geoengineering Likely to Worsen Climate Change, Not … Fight It Common Dreams: Geoengineering: Path Towards Further Climate Chaos … stop climate change The Daily Star: Geoengineering no quick fix in fight against … side effects Engineeringnet.be: Geoengineering has little impact on climate (Dutch … will not


US Congressional Research Services: Geoengineering: Governance and Technology Policy (update) [10.94% relevance]

Geoengineering: Gambling with GAIA [10.94% relevance]
Geoengineering: Gambling with GAIA Report by the ETC Group (2010). "Geoengineering is the intentional, large-scale ... and protecting biodiversity, geoengineering aims to create conditions that will ... its effects. In other words, geoengineering offers a technological "fix" to the ... its damage. The consequences of geoengineering activities, including real world ... fertilization, but also to all other geoengineering.

The Regulation of Geoengineering: Fifth Report of Session 2009–10


The Regulation of Geoengineering: Fifth Report of Session 2009–10 ... that any regulatory framework for geoengineering cannot be uniform. Instead, those ... of the existing regimes to encompass geoengineering. For other technologies, especially ... is needed. First, in the future some geoengineering techniques may allow a single ... Second, some—albeit very small scale—geoengineering testing is already underway. Third, ... we may

Carnegie Council (2017): Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance (C2G2) Initiative


Council (2017): Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance (C2G2) Initiative The ... objective of the Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative (C2G2) ... Get ... Council (2017): Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance (C2G2) Initiative "The ... objective of the Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative (C2G2) is to ... governance

Asayama, S.; et al. (2019): Beyond solutionist science for the Anthropocene: To navigate the contentious atmosphere of solar geoengineering


the contentious atmosphere of solar geoengineering Asayama, S.; Sugiyama, M.; Ishii, A ... the contentious atmosphere of solar geoengineering. In: The ... Get the latest News via ... the contentious
atmosphere of solar geoengineering. Asayama, S.; Sugiyama, M.; Ishii, A. ... the contentious atmosphere of solar geoengineering. In: The Anthropocene Review 33 (3 ... GEC science and solar geoengineering in the context of Future Earth, a ... navigate the contention over solar geoengineering and its course of research without

Bal, P.; et al. (2019): Effects of global warming and solar geoengineering on precipitation seasonality [10.94% relevance]


Effects of global warming and solar geoengineering on precipitation seasonality Bal, P ... Effects of global warming and solar geoengineering on precipitation seasonality. In: ... Effects of global warming and solar geoengineering on precipitation seasonality Bal, P ... Effects of global warming and geoengineering on annual precipitation and its ... climate models participating in the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison

Raimi, K.; et al. (2019): Framing of Geoengineering Affects Support for Climate Change Mitigation [10.94% relevance]


Gardiner, S.; et al. (2019): Geoengineering, Political Legitimacy and Justice [10.94% relevance]


Gardiner, S.; et al. (2019): Geoengineering, Political Legitimacy and Justice ... Gardiner, S.; Fragnière, A. (2019): Geoengineering, Political Legitimacy and Justice. ... 2019 Gardiner, S.; et al. (2019): Geoengineering, Political Legitimacy and Justice ... Gardiner, S.; Fragnière, A. (2019): Geoengineering, Political Legitimacy and Justice ... which might be deployed to attempt geoengineering are either
speculative or only in a speculative nature, discussion of geoengineering technologies is growing rapidly in

Irvine, P.; et al. (2019): Halving warming with idealized solar geoengineering moderates key climate hazards [10.94% relevance]


Halving warming with idealized solar geoengineering moderates key climate hazards Irvine ... Halving warming with idealized solar geoengineering moderates key climate hazards. In: ... Halving warming with idealized solar geoengineering moderates key climate hazards Irvine ... Halving warming with idealized solar geoengineering moderates key climate hazards. In: ... : 10.1038/s41558-019-0398-8. "Solar geoengineering (SG) has the potential to restore ... —alongside 12 models from the Geoengineering Model

Dagon, K.; et al. (2019): Quantifying the effects of solar geoengineering on vegetation [10.94% relevance]


): Quantifying the effects of solar geoengineering on vegetation Dagon, K.; Schrag, D ... ): Quantifying the effects of solar geoengineering on vegetation. In: Climatic Change ... ): Quantifying the effects of solar geoengineering on vegetation. In: Climatic Change ... : 10.1007/s10584-019-02387-9. "Solar geoengineering has potential to reduce the climate ... System Model to run transient solar geoengineering simulations

Whyte, Kyle Powys (2019): Indigeneity in Geoengineering Discourses [10.94% relevance]


, Kyle Powys (2019): Indigeneity in Geoengineering Discourses Whyte, Kyle Powys (2019 ...): Indigeneity in Geoengineering Discourses. Some Considerations. In ... , Kyle Powys (2019): Indigeneity in Geoengineering Discourses Whyte, Kyle Powys (2019 ...): Indigeneity in Geoengineering Discourses. Some Considerations. In ... academic and policy discussions on geoengineering (i.e. geoengineering discourses). ... justice issues pertaining to some geoengineering research and (potential)


Mahajan, Aseem; et al. (2018): Fast, cheap, and imperfect? US public opinion about solar geoengineering [10.94% relevance]


? US public opinion about solar geoengineering Mahajan, Aseem; Tingley, Dustin; . . . ? US public opinion about solar geoengineering In Environmental Politics 25 (4) . . . ? US public opinion about solar geoengineering Mahajan, Aseem; Tingley, Dustin; . . . ? US public opinion about solar geoengineering In Environmental Politics 25 (4), . . . representative poll focused on solar geoengineering was conducted as part of the . . . that individuals place on solar geoengineering’s speed and cost predicts their . . . factor for

Frumhoff, Peter C.; Stephens, Jennie C. (2018): Towards legitimacy of the solar geoengineering research enterprise [10.94% relevance]


): Towards legitimacy of the solar geoengineering research enterprise Frumhoff, Peter . . . ): Towards legitimacy of the solar geoengineering research enterprise, In Phil. Trans . . . ): Towards legitimacy of the solar geoengineering research enterprise Frumhoff, Peter . . . ): Towards legitimacy of the solar geoengineering research enterprise, In Phil. Trans . . . we explore whether and how a solar geoengineering research enterprise might be . . . funders to ensure that solar geoengineering research proposals are subject

MacMartin, Douglas G.; et al. (2018): Solar geoengineering as part of an overall strategy for meeting the 1.5°C Paris target [10.94% relevance]


Geoengineering is regarded by advocates as a substitute for emissions reductions, unlike geoengineering, which are costly and rely more on social—social order. Because of this, geoengineering will increasingly be considered a substitute for carbon abatement policy. We show that solar geoengineering is a substitute for emissions... by
Geoengineering the oceans. An emerging frontier in …; Brent, Kerryn; Burns, Wil (2017): Geoengineering the oceans. An emerging frontier in climate change targets. ‘Marine geoengineering’ is being proposed to enhance the … on discussions at a recent Marine Geoengineering Symposium held at the

Bala, Govindasamy; Gupta, Akhilesh (2017): Geoengineering and India [10.94% relevance]
Govindasamy; Gupta, Akhilesh (2017): Geoengineering and India Bala, Govindasamy; Gupta, … Akhilesh (2017): Geoengineering and India. Meeting Report 113 (3). … Govindasamy; Gupta, Akhilesh (2017): Geoengineering and India Bala, Govindasamy; Gupta, … Akhilesh (2017): Geoengineering and India. Meeting Report 113 (3). … knowledge on stratospheric aerosol geoengineering. The primary objective of convening … the roundtable discussion on geoengineering was to seek views of the experts and … on the issue of

Hong, Yu; et al. (2017): Impact of the GeoMIP G1 sunshade geoengineering experiment on the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation [10.94% relevance]
): Impact of the GeoMIP G1 sunshade geoengineering experiment on the Atlantic … ): Impact of the GeoMIP G1 sunshade geoengineering experiment on the … Get the latest … ): Impact of the GeoMIP G1 sunshade geoengineering experiment on the Atlantic … ): Impact of the GeoMIP G1 sunshade geoengineering experiment on the Atlantic … management scenario (G1) from the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project. All … North Atlantic relative to no geoengineering, despite geoengineering

Boettcher, Miranda; Schäfer, Stefan (2017): Reflecting upon 10 Years of Geoengineering Research. Introduction to the Crutzen + 10 Special Issue [10.94% relevance]
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Spears, Bryan M.; Maberly, Stephen C. (2014): Lessons learned from geoengineering freshwater systems. In Nature ... C. (2014): Lessons learned from geoengineering freshwater systems. In Nature ... 1038/nclimate2412. "Humans are using geoengineering to mitigate their effects, even ... consequences of proposed geoengineering..." Link Linked to: Carbon Dioxid


Doda, Baran (2014): Why is geoengineering so tempting? Centre for Climate ... 2014 Doda, Baran (2014): Why is geoengineering so tempting? Centre for Climate ... studies the potential benefits from geoengineering in a standard one-sector growth ... and indirect costs which would make geoengineering less preferable to abatement." Link


Cairns, Rose C. (2014): Climate geoengineering: issues of path-dependence and socio... 2014 Cairns, Rose C. (2014): Climate geoengineering: issues of path-dependence and socio... /wcc.296. "With regard to climate geoengineering, there are concerns that

Tilmes, S.; et al. (2014): A new Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) experiment designed for climate and chemistry models [9.38% relevance]


Kravitz, Ben; et al. (2014): Future Directions in Simulating Solar Geoengineering [9.38% relevance]


Directions in Simulating Solar Geoengineering Kravitz, Ben; Robock, Alan; Boucher ... Directions in Simulating Solar Geoengineering. In Eos Trans. AGU 95 (31), p. 280– ... Directions in Simulating Solar Geoengineering Kravitz, Ben; Robock, Alan; Boucher ... Directions in Simulating Solar Geoengineering. In Eos Trans. AGU 95 (31), p. 280– ... 280. DOI 10.1002/2014EO310010. "The Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (... GeoMIP) created a framework of geoengineering simulations in climate models that
Horton, Zach (2014): Collapsing Scale: Nanotechnology and Geoengineering as Speculative Media


Collapsing Scale: Nanotechnology and Geoengineering as Speculative Media Horton, Zach (… Collapsing Scale: Nanotechnology and Geoengineering as Speculative Media. In Kornelia … Collapsing Scale: Nanotechnology and Geoengineering as Speculative Media Horton, Zach (… Collapsing Scale: Nanotechnology and Geoengineering as Speculative Media. In Kornelia … rationality of Bjørn Lomborg's geoengineering advocacy, and a prominent

Cairns, Rose; Stirling, Andy (2014): ‘Maintaining planetary systems’ or ‘concentrating global power?’ High stakes in contending framings of climate geoengineering


in contending framings of climate geoengineering Cairns, Rose; Stirling, Andy (2014 … in contending framings of climate geoengineering. In Global … Get the latest News via … in contending framings of climate geoengineering Cairns, Rose; Stirling, Andy (2014 … in contending framings of climate geoengineering. In Global Environmental Change 28, … these divergent current framings of ‘geoengineering’ and their implications. It asks not … about disparate understandings of geoengineering itself, but also what

Contestabile, Monica (2014): Psychology: Geoengineering views


Schultz, Colin (2013) Sudden geoengineering termination could cause a huge warming spike [9.38% relevance]


Schultz, Colin (2013) Sudden geoengineering termination could cause a huge … spike Schultz, Colin (2013) Sudden geoengineering termination could cause a huge … 2013 Schultz, Colin (2013) Sudden geoengineering termination could cause a huge … spike Schultz, Colin (2013) Sudden geoengineering termination could cause a huge … study looking at the consequences of geoengineering gone awry, Jones et al. found that … sudden termination of a large-scale geoengineering project could drive half a century's

Bellamy, Rob (2013): Framing Geoengineering Assessment [9.38% relevance]


Stilgoe, Jack; et al. (2013): Public Engagement with Biotechnologies Offers Lessons for the Governance of Geoengineering Research and Beyond [9.38% relevance]


Offers Lessons for the Governance of Geoengineering Research and Beyond Stilgoe, Jack; … Offers Lessons for the Governance of Geoengineering Research and Beyond. … Get the … Offers Lessons for the Governance of Geoengineering Research and Beyond. In PLoS Biol 11 … projects in the emerging area of geoengineering. [...] Geoengineering is unavoidably

Bronson, Diana; et al. (2012): Retooling the Planet. The False Promise of Geoengineering [9.38% relevance]


the Planet. The False Promise of Geoengineering Bronson, Diana; Mooney, Pat; Wetter … the Planet. The False Promise of Geoengineering. In Tom Butler, George Wuerthner, … the Planet. The False Promise of Geoengineering Bronson, Diana; Mooney, Pat; Wetter … the Planet. The False Promise of Geoengineering. In Tom Butler, George Wuerthner, …. ISBN 097095008X “The notion of using geoengineering is moving from fringe idea to … budgets and technology to execute geoengineering schemes. There is no reason to trust

Kravitz, Ben; et al. (2013): An overview of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) [9.38% relevance]


(2013): Mitigation, adaptation, geoengineering: Patterns of discourse, patterns of ...

(2013): Mitigation, adaptation, geoengineering: Patterns of discourse, patterns of ...

(2013): Mitigation, adaptation, geoengineering: Patterns of discourse, patterns of ...

My hypothesis was that ..., and more recently proposals to use geoengineering as a solution of last resort.
ETC Group (2013): Opposition to Geoengineering. There’s No Place Like H.O.M.E. [9.38% relevance]


Sikka, Tina (2012): A critical discourse analysis of geoengineering advocacy [9.38% relevance]
A critical discourse analysis of geoengineering advocacy

Sikka, Tina (2012): A critical discourse analysis of geoengineering advocacy. In: Critical Discourse ..., I examine the discursive field of geoengineering by unpacking how particular members ... construct a justification of geoengineering technologies.

Ricke, Katharine L.; et al. (2013): Strategic incentives for climate geoengineering coalitions to exclude broad participation

Fyfe, J.C; et al. (2013): Biogeochemical carbon coupling influences global precipitation in geoengineering experiments


Ball, Adam. The Tuvalu Syndrome. Can Geoengineering Solve Climate’s Collective Action … Ball, Adam, The Tuvalu Syndrome. Can Geoengineering Solve Climate’s Collective Action … . 110, pp. 1047-1066,
2012 Abstract: Geoengineering research has historically been ... the credible threat of unilateral geoengineering may instead strengthen global ... are minimal local side effects from geoengineering, such as hydrological cycle ... the costly global side effects of geoengineering may make it individually rational


Allenby, Brad (2012): A Critique of Geoengineering [9.38% relevance]


Allenby, Brad (2012): A Critique of Geoengineering Allenby, Brad (2012): A Critique of ... Interest in “geoengineering” technologies has increased ... Get ... Allenby, Brad (2012): A Critique of Geoengineering Allenby, Brad (2012): A Critique of ... "Interest in “geoengineering” technologies has increased


Stratospheric heating by potential geoengineering aerosols Ferraro, A.; Highwood, E.; ... Stratospheric heating by potential geoengineering aerosols Ferraro, A.; Highwood, E.; ... Stratospheric heating by potential geoengineering aerosols. In: Geophysical Research ... temperature change resulting from geoengineering with aerosols composed of sulfate, ... This has implications for modelling geoengineering impacts and the response
implied in the idea, and what are geoengineering's implications for sustainability? … of discourse analysis to examine how geoengineering is represented in the popular media … examines how representations of geoengineering function in the landscape of new … or disable public participation in geoengineering decision-making. After the


Geoengineering methods are being explored to … . As one of the least expensive geoengineering methods, enhanced

Call for Application: Sixth International Geoengineering Governance Summer School, 2019

for Application: Sixth International Geoengineering Governance Summer School, 2019 … for Application: Sixth International Geoengineering Governance Summer School, 2019 … Initiative, and the Harvard Solar Geoengineering Research Program, is pleased to … announce the Sixth International Geoengineering Summer School. […] We invite … and ethical issues posed by geoengineering, working in any relevant field. The … experience to develop expertise in geoengineering governance." LINK 0 Comments Add a

Call for Public Comments: Draft Code of Conduct for Scientific Research involving
Geoengineering [9.38% relevance]


for Scientific Research involving Geoengineering 30. April 2017 This project builds … Scientific Research involving Geoengineering that was prepared by legal scholars … for Scientific Research involving Geoengineering 30. April 2017 "This project builds … Scientific Research involving Geoengineering that was prepared by legal scholars … of scientific research involving geoengineering. Published as a working paper in … and governance frameworks for geoengineering research." LINK 0 Comments Add a

CfP: Crutzen +10: Reflecting upon 10 years of geoengineering research [9.38% relevance]


Call for Abstracts: Climate Change, Capitalism, Geoengineering (ISA) [9.38% relevance]


: Climate Change, Capitalism, Geoengineering (ISA) Deadline: 30. September 2015 … : Climate Change, Capitalism, Geoengineering (ISA) Deadline: 30. September 2015 … between capitalism and climate geoengineering? Is geoengineering a necessary … of ‘green’ capitalism? Where does geoengineering fit in capital accumulation circuits … arrangements would ensure that geoengineering truly serves to ‘buy more time’ to

Conference: International Workshop on Geoengineering [9.38% relevance]


: International Workshop on Geoengineering 11.10.2013, Paris Geoengineering on … the promises, risks and pitfalls of geoengineering as … Get the latest News via RSS- … : International Workshop on
conference paper: An analysis of the connection between climate change, technological solutions and potential disaster management: the contribution of geoengineering research [9.38% relevance]


management: the contribution of geoengineering research Conference paper form the … management: the contribution of geoengineering research Conference paper form the … topology of the current state of geoengineering research, funding and testing. The … and discursive monopolization of geoengineering research and discussion by elite … presented a distorted view of its (geoengineering's) need. Its connection to the main … -intensive solutions (like geoengineering) that do not address but disregard


Harvard University Blog: Funding for Solar Geoengineering from 2008 to 2018 [9.38% relevance]


University Blog: Funding for Solar Geoengineering from 2008 to 2018 Updated blog post . . . As the visibility of solar geoengineering research grows, we thought it would . . . accessible record of the solar geoengineering . . . Get the latest News via RSS-feed . . . University Blog: Funding for Solar Geoengineering from 2008 to 2018 Updated blog post . . . "As the visibility of solar geoengineering research grows, we thought it would . . . accessible record of the solar geoengineering projects that have been funded over


Blog post by Prakash Kashwan on the Forum for CE Assessment: Should geoengineering be considered a global public good? [9.38% relevance]


the Forum for CE Assessment: Should geoengineering be considered a global public good . . . ? “Geoengineering to be regulated as a public good” — . . . Principles” for the governance of geoengineering. However, ‘public goods’ means . . . Get . . . the Forum for CE Assessment: Should geoengineering be considered a global public good . . . ? “Geoengineering to be regulated as a public good” — . . . Principles” for the governance of geoengineering. However, ‘public goods’ means very


Sugiyama, Masahiro; et al. (2020): The North–South Divide on Public Perceptions of

Perceptions of Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering?: A Survey in Six Asia-Pacific Countries

Stephens, Jennie C.; Surprise, Kevin (2020): The hidden injustices of advancing solar geoengineering research


Phys.org: Can solar geoengineering mitigate both climate change and income inequality?


Phys.org: Can solar geoengineering mitigate both climate change and ... to pose a large challenge, solar geoengineering, which is process where incoming ... 20. January 2020 Phys.org: Can solar geoengineering mitigate both climate change and ... to pose a large challenge, solar geoengineering, which is process where incoming ... specific pattern of cooling solar geoengineering produces." LINK Linked to: equality, ... justice, Solar Geoengineering, Solar Radiation Management 0

Webinar: Geoengineering: A Climate Conundrum?

Webinar: Geoengineering: A Climate Conundrum? 4. February 2020, Webinar Which geoengineering technologies seem most promising and ... the research and implementation of geoengineering? Should the policymakers addressing ... the risks and opportunities in geoengineering mechanisms including solar radiation

Medium: The Scoop on Solar Geoengineering: Is it a Viable Solution? [9.38% relevance]


Medium: The Scoop on Solar Geoengineering: Is it a Viable Solution? In a ... explored the prospect of solar geoengineering to solve the looming environmental ... 2020 Medium: The Scoop on Solar Geoengineering: Is it a Viable Solution? "In a ... explored the prospect of solar geoengineering to solve the looming environmental ... implications that implementing geoengineering techniques could take." LINK

Irvine, Peter J, and David W Keith. 2020: “Halving Warming with Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering Moderates Policy-Relevant Climate Hazards.” [9.38% relevance]


Warming with Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering Moderates Policy-Relevant Climate ... Warming with Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering Moderates Policy-Relevant Climate ... Warming with Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering Moderates Policy-Relevant Climate ... Warming with Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering Moderates Policy-Relevant Climate ... of stratospheric aerosol geoengineering using the data from the


2020: “Geopolitical Ecology of Solar Geoengineering: From a ‘logic of Multilateralism’ ... 2020: “Geopolitical Ecology of Solar Geoengineering: From a ‘logic of Multilateralism’ ... I detail recent involvement in solar geoengineering development on the part of U.S. ... and foreign policy institutions, geoengineering
scenarios that


Axel. 2020: "The governance of solar geoengineering by Jesse L. Reynolds, Cambridge, ... Axel. 2020: "The governance of solar geoengineering by Jesse L. Reynolds, Cambridge, ... Axel. 2020: "The governance of solar geoengineering by Jesse L. Reynolds, Cambridge, ... Axel. 2020: "The governance of solar geoengineering by Jesse L. Reynolds, Cambridge, ... number of research articles on geoengineering as well as several books discussing ... future." LINK Linked to: Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL.

Legal Planet: Nonstate Actors Could Help Govern Solar Geoengineering [9.38% relevance]


Actors Could Help Govern Solar Geoengineering Although reductions in greenhouse ... dangerous climate change, solar geoengineering appears able to substantially reduce ... Actors Could Help Govern Solar Geoengineering "Although reductions in greenhouse ... dangerous climate change, solar geoengineering appears able to substantially reduce ... some additional governance of solar geoengineering may be warranted." LINK Linked to: ... Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL EARTH


Legal Planet: A New Report on Governing Climate Geoengineering


A new report on the governance of climate geoengineering — that is, carbon dioxide removal (CDR) and solar geoengineering (or solar radiation modification). A new report on Governing Climate Geoengineering "A new report on the governance of climate geoengineering — that is, carbon dioxide removal (CDR) and solar geoengineering (or solar radiation modification.


Singh, Jyoti; et al. (2020): Can stratospheric geoengineering alleviate global warming-induced changes in deciduous fruit cultivation? The case of Himachal Pradesh (India)

Jyoti Singh et al. (2020): Can stratospheric geoengineering alleviate global warming-induced changes in deciduous fruit cultivation.


C2G: Guest post: Can solar geoengineering be democratically governed?


C2G: Guest post: Can solar geoengineering be democratically governed? Some ... that the potential use of solar geoengineering would pose serious challenges to ... 2020 C2G: Guest post: Can solar geoengineering be democratically governed? "Some ... that the potential use of solar geoengineering would pose serious challenges to ... extreme, they have argued that solar geoengineering and democracy would be simply ...

to: democracy, governance, Solar Geoengineering, Solar Radiation Management

Podcast: Reviewer 2 does geoengineering: A busy week in geoengineering
Podcast: Reviewer 2 does geoengineering: A busy week in geoengineering "A … of this week's news in the world of geoengineering." LINK 0 Comments Add a comment

Lecture: Emission Impossible: Geoengineering in the Face of Climate Change [7.81% relevance]


Lecture: Emission Impossible: Geoengineering in the Face of Climate Change 01. … and against the implementation of geoengineering. What are the economic, social and … 2018 Lecture: Emission Impossible: Geoengineering in the Face of Climate Change 01. … and against the implementation of geoengineering. What are the economic, social and … Can we afford not to employ them? Is geoengineering ethical? Does it work and if so, is

Workshop: Evaluating the climate impacts of solar geoengineering (impact world) [7.81% relevance]


Job: Hwarvard's Solar Geoengineering Research Program - Residency Program [7.81% relevance]


Geoengineering Research Program (SGRP) invites ... of researchers focused on solar geoengineering to spend between 1 and 3 weeks at

[canceled!] Lecture: Assessing and Reducing the Risks of Solar Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]


it may be possible to implement solargeoengineering using stratospheric ... Get the latest ... and Reducing the Risks of Solar Geoengineering [canceled!] 15.12.2016, Hamburg / ... may be possible to implement solar geoengineering using stratospheric aerosols without ... of the risks and efficacy of solar geoengineering are deeply uncertain." Link (pdf) 0

Seminar: New Challenges in Governing Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]


Seminar: New Challenges in Governing Geoengineering 19. October 2016, Cambridge / USA ... technical questions surrounding geoengineering remain, including questions of cost ... Seminar: New Challenges in Governing Geoengineering 19. October 2016, Cambridge / USA ... technical questions surrounding geoengineering remain, including questions of cost ... and how governments and firms deploy geoengineering technologies. This talk will look at

4S/EASST Session: Tackling climate change by other means: opening up geoengineering governance [7.81% relevance]


change by other means: opening up geoengineering governance 31. August - 3. September ... Session on 4S/EASST, Barcelona/Spain Geoengineering is seen as a way to cut through ... change by other means: opening up geoengineering governance 31. August - 3. September ... on 4S/EASST, Barcelona/Spain Geoengineering is seen as a way to cut through ... change. This session examines the geoengineering techno-fix as 'politics by other
Conference: AGU Fall Meeting - CE related papers [7.81% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single-event/conference-agu-fall-meeting-ce-related-papers.html

us regarding Climate Intervention (Geoengineering) strategies to counter high latitude ... Whitening: Are we already conducting geoengineering? – Tuesday, 15 December 2015, 14:25 ... for Climate Change Mitigation and Geoengineering - Are Earth System Models up to the ... GC13D-1182: Stratospheric sulfate geoengineering impacts on global agriculture – ... GC13D-1182: Stratospheric sulfate geoengineering impacts on global agriculture –

Lecture: Moderate, Temporary, and Responsive Solar Geoengineering (David Keith) [7.81% relevance]


, Temporary, and Responsive Solar Geoengineering (David Keith) 2. October 2015, ... the science and technology of solar geoengineering and argue that systematic management ... , Temporary, and Responsive Solar Geoengineering (David Keith) 2. October 2015, ... the science and technology of solar geoengineering and argue that systematic management ... speculate about the elements of a geoengineering research program needed to build and

Lecture: Moderate, Temporary, and Responsive Solar Geoengineering (David Keith) [7.81% relevance]


, Temporary, and Responsive Solar Geoengineering (David Keith) 25. September 2015, ... science and technology and of solar geoengineering and argue that systematic management ... , Temporary, and Responsive Solar Geoengineering (David Keith) 25. September 2015, ... science and technology and of solar geoengineering and argue that systematic management ... speculate about the elements of a geoengineering research program needed to build and

Harvard's Solar Geoengineering Research Program: Might research on solar geoengineering resemble its broader “free-driver” dynamics? [7.81% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/harvards-solar-geoengineering-research-program-might-
Harvard's Solar Geoengineering Research Program: Might research on solar geoengineering resemble its broader “free-driver” natural flow of things, and solar geoengineering research is unlikely to be different.
geoengineering solutions that we have devised for..., ocean fertilization, Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL EARTH

The Daily Star: Let’s talk about geoengineering, for the future’s sake [7.81% relevance]

The Daily Star: Let’s talk about geoengineering, for the future’s sake Negotiations ... on geoengineering technologies ended in deadlock at ... The Daily Star: Let’s talk about geoengineering, for the future’s sake "Negotiations ... on geoengineering technologies ended in deadlock at ... risks." LINK Linked to: Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL EARTH

Project Syndicate: Let’s Talk About Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]

Project Syndicate: Let’s Talk About Geoengineering There is growing scientific interest ... in solar geoengineering as a possible means of combating ... Project Syndicate: Let’s Talk About Geoengineering "There is growing scientific ... interest in solar geoengineering as a possible means of combating ... Linked to: policy dilemma, Solar Geoengineering, uncertainty 0 Comments Add a

Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences: Finding the right "dose" for solar geoengineering (Video) [7.81% relevance]

: Finding the right "dose" for solar geoengineering (Video) Research from the Harvard ... University, finds that if solar geoengineering ... Get the latest News via RSS-feed ... : Finding the right "dose" for solar geoengineering (Video) "Research from the Harvard ... University, finds that if solar geoengineering is used to cut global temperature ... area." LINK Linked to: Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL EARTH

Gwagner: Solar Geoengineering Research Zotero Library [7.81% relevance]
dezeen: Five geoengineering solutions proposed to fight climate change


dezeen: Five geoengineering solutions proposed to fight climate change week's UN report shone a light on geoengineering, a discipline that proposes large-scale Carbon Dioxid Removal, IPCC, Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment

KIEL EARTH

CarbonBrief: World must act quickly to govern solar geoengineering, report says


must act quickly to govern solar geoengineering, report says The idea of solar ... must act quickly to govern solar geoengineering, report says "The idea of solar ... to the group." LINK Linked to: Solar Geoengineering; 0 Comments Add a comment

KIEL EARTH

Harvard University Blog: Debating Solar Geoengineering on the Kialo Visual Reasoning Platform


University Blog: Debating Solar Geoengineering on the Kialo Visual Reasoning ... Platform Solar geoengineering poses many possibilities but comes ... University Blog: Debating Solar Geoengineering on the Kialo Visual Reasoning ... Platform "Solar geoengineering poses many possibilities but comes ... way." LINK Linked to: risks, Solar Geoengineering; 0 Comments Add a comment

KIEL EARTH

Eos: Countergeoengineering Could Ease or Escalate Climate Tensions

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/eos-countergeoengineering-could-ease-or-escalate-climate-tensions.html

Eos: Countergeoengineering Could Ease or Escalate Climate Tensions of investigations into large-scale geoengineering efforts that could potentially help ... of investigations into large-scale geoengineering efforts that could potentially help ... cool. One proposed strategy is solar geoengineering, which would most likely involve the ... Eos: Countergeoengineering Could Ease or
Escalate Climate … RSS-feed Kiel, 23. August 2018 Eos: Countergeoengineering Could Ease or Escalate Climate

GlacierHub: Solar Geoengineering Could Limit Sea-Level Rise from Cryosphere [7.81% relevance]

GlacierHub: Solar Geoengineering Could Limit Sea-Level Rise from … Cryosphere Geoengineering, as it relates to climate change, … 20. August 2018 GlacierHub: Solar Geoengineering Could Limit Sea-Level Rise from … Cryosphere "Geoengineering, as it relates to climate change, … temperature rise. The second, solar geoengineering, involves injecting sulfur dioxide

Science für the People: Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]

Science für the People: Geoengineering From Barack Obama’s science advisor … climate to mitigate global warming–geoengineering, for … Get the latest News via RSS- … July 2018 Science für the People: Geoengineering "From Barack Obama’s science advisor … climate to mitigate global warming–geoengineering, for short–has gained a hearing in … champion their own role to drive geoengineering innovation." LINK 0 Comments Add a

coolaustralia.org: Geoengineering – Climate Control? [7.81% relevance]

coolaustralia.org: Geoengineering – Climate Control? Geoengineering is … . 23. July 2018 coolaustralia.org: Geoengineering – Climate Control? "Geoengineering … their military strategy. Some early geoengineering proposals included the damming of

New Security Beat: Engineering the Climate—or Deploying Disaster? Applying Just War Theory to Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]
https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/new-security-beat-engineering-the-climateor-deploying-disaster-
Applying Just War Theory to Geoengineering As the national security manipulation technologies, known as geoengineering, will become more attractive as a security emergencies. However, geoengineering technologies could disrupt the

Nature (Correspondence): Geoengineering might speed glacier melt [7.81% relevance]


Activist Post: Former United Nations Climate Expert Calls For Global Rules on Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]

Expert Calls For Global Rules on Geoengineering Geoengineering research has rapidly … Expert Calls For Global Rules on Geoengineering "Geoengineering research has rapidly … and Asia in discussions regarding geoengineering." LINK Linked to: climate politics 0


C2G2: Solar Geoengineering Research Needs Rules as Outdoor … needs rules for research into solar geoengineering to combat climate change, warns … Kiel, 09. April 2018 C2G2: Solar Geoengineering Research Needs Rules as Outdoor … needs rules for research into solar geoengineering to combat climate change, warns …, the head of the Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative (C2G2), a
Environmental Research Web: Solar geoengineering threatens global biodiversity … Environmental Research Web: Solar geoengineering threatens global biodiversity "… that suddenly starting or stopping geoengineering programmes may prevent species from

Harvard Science Review: Geoengineering: Turning Back the Climate Change Clock? [7.81% relevance]


Harvard Science Review: Geoengineering: Turning Back the Climate Change … 2017 Harvard Science Review: Geoengineering: Turning Back the Climate Change … a more philosophical question: Is geoengineering the future of climate remediation? … both sides of the debate and see how geoengineering fits into the evolution of science

Planetary Security Initiative: We Need to Talk About Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]


Initiative: We Need to Talk About Geoengineering At this year’s Planetary Security … C2G2 will host a workshop on Climate Geoengineering and its Potential Impacts on … Initiative: We Need to Talk About Geoengineering "At this year’s Planetary Security … C2G2 will host a workshop on Climate Geoengineering and its Potential Impacts on … , to debate the impact of climate geoengineering on development, stability, migration

Harvard Political Review: The Earth in Our Hands: Geoengineering’s World-Changing Prospects [7.81% relevance]


Review: The Earth in Our Hands: Geoengineering’s World-Changing Prospects Perhaps … Review: The Earth in Our Hands: Geoengineering’s World-Changing Prospects "Perhaps … solution to the climate crisis, and geoengineering provides a possible answer." LINK 0
Carbon Clean Solutions: Carbon capture VS geoengineering [7.81% relevance]


Clean Solutions: Carbon capture VS geoengineering Now, to be clear, geoengineering is … Clean Solutions: Carbon capture VS geoengineering "Now, to be clear, geoengineering is … the questions regarding the topic of geoengineering." LINK 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL

Environmental Guru: Evoking equity as a rationale for solar geoengineering research? Scrutinizing emerging expert visions of equity [7.81% relevance]


equity as a rationale for solar geoengineering research? Scrutinizing emerging … Environmental Agreements. - Solar geoengineering ideas remain largely confined to the … equity as a rationale for solar geoengineering research? Scrutinizing emerging … Environmental Agreements. - Solar geoengineering ideas remain largely confined to the … for more research into solar geoengineering—what we term, following Stephen

Environmental China: Counteracting Climate Change through Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]


Counteracting Climate Change through Geoengineering Our planet is warming; our ice caps … Counteracting Climate Change through Geoengineering "Our planet is warming; our ice caps … out more about the so-called idea of geoengineering and China’s related research efforts … China will be the first to initiate geoengineering, or by checking out this recent … in Science, entitled, "How to govern geoengineering?" " LINK 0 Comments Add a comment

Carnegie Science: Could “cocktail geoengineering” save the climate? [7.81% relevance]


Geoengineering is a catch-all term that refers to … Carnegie Science: Could “cocktail geoengineering” save the climate? On Cao, Long; et … al. (2017). "Geoengineering is a catch-all term that refers to … possibility of using a “cocktail” of geoengineering tools to reduce changes in both

Miljopodden: Geoengineering (podcast) [7.81% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/miljopodden-geoengineering-podcast.html

Miljopodden: Geoengineering (podcast) Geoengineering. A … Kiel, 07. March 2017 Miljopodden: Geoengineering (podcast) "Geoengineering. A … for us the unknown science of Geoengineering." LINK 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL.

Geoengineering Monitor: Pulling carbon out of the air: NETS, BECCS, and CDR [7.81% relevance]


Geoengineering Monitor: Pulling carbon out of the … air: NETS, BECCS, and CDR Geoengineering Monitor has long reported on the … via RSS-feed Kiel, 27. February 2017 Geoengineering Monitor: Pulling carbon out of the … air: NETS, BECCS, and CDR "Geoengineering Monitor has long reported on the … capture and storage (BECCS) – a geoengineering technique which recent studies show

Panel Discussion on Geoengineering: Launch of Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative (C2G2) (Audio stream) [7.81% relevance]


Panel Discussion on Geoengineering: Launch of Carnegie Climate … . February 2017 Panel Discussion on Geoengineering: Launch of Carnegie Climate … great peril. This discussion tackles geoengineering from different perspectives.

Science: U.S. should pursue controversial geoengineering research, federal scientists say for first time [7.81% relevance]
U.S. should pursue controversial geoengineering research, federal scientists say for first time.

InTeGrate: Ocean Sustainability and Geoengineering (material for teaching) [7.81% relevance]

CSC: Will geoengineering save us from a certain doom? [7.81% relevance]

All About Shipping: Understanding potential impacts of marine geoengineering [7.81% relevance]
Progressive Standard: New Study Says Geoengineering The Climate Not A Solution To Climate Change [7.81% relevance]


Progressive Standard: New Study Says Geoengineering The Climate Not A Solution To ... of the controversial science of geoengineering. The FMI is ... Get the latest News ... Progressive Standard: New Study Says Geoengineering The Climate Not A Solution To ... of the controversial science of geoengineering. The FMI is the government agency ... from Anthropogenic emissions to geoengineering, “examined the potential for SRM to

Geeks on Earth: Can Solar Geoengineering Be Part Of Responsible Climate Policy? [7.81% relevance]


Geeks on Earth: Can Solar Geoengineering Be Part Of Responsible Climate ... climate system - an approach called geoengineering. One of the most frequently ... May 2016 Geeks on Earth: Can Solar Geoengineering Be Part Of Responsible Climate ... climate system - an approach called geoengineering. One of the most frequently ... discussed ideas is solar geoengineering, blocking some of sun's energy by,

[publish review] Media responses to COP21 and climate engineering opportunities [7.81% relevance]


Ecology Project: No to 1.5°C with Geoengineering! 12.12.2015 New Internationalist ... blog: Geoengineering: a boon for big business not the ... 01.2016 Energy Collective: 'Climate Geoengineering': As Contingency Plan Perhaps the ... World's Climate Tool Box 15.01.2016 Geoengineering Monitor: The hidden agenda: how ... Climate & Capitalism: The specter of geoengineering haunts the Paris climate agreement

Scholastica: The Legality of Climate Geoengineering and the Role of the Public in Decision Making [7.81% relevance]
Scholastica: The Legality of Climate Geoengineering and the Role of the Public in ... to discuss his recent paper “Climate Geoengineering and the Role of Public ... Get the ... Scholastica: The Legality of Climate Geoengineering and the Role of the Public in ... to discuss his recent paper “Climate Geoengineering and the Role of Public Deliberation ... explains the complicated nature of geoengineering and his thoughts on the importance

Interesting Engineering: Climate change: The false hope of Geoengineering [7.81% relevance]


Climate change: The false hope of Geoengineering The problem of how to solve man-made ... the world are starting to mention geoengineering as a possible solution. ... Get the ... Climate change: The false hope of Geoengineering "The problem of how to solve man-... the world are starting to mention geoengineering as a possible solution. However,

E&E News: Oliver Morton on the 'abiding romance' of geoengineering [7.81% relevance]
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Workshop: Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative Briefing to UN [6.25% relevance]

Workshop: Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative Briefing to UN … May 2018 Workshop: Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative Briefing to UN … issue of governance of both solar geoengineering and large-scale carbon removal. It … to explore the potential for solar geoengineering technologies and their governance.”

Lecture: Stephen Gardiner to speak about the ethics of geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

Lecture: Stephen Gardiner to speak about the ethics of geoengineering 04. April 2018, Seattle / USA … to speak about the ethics of geoengineering 04. April 2018, Seattle / USA ”

Lecture: Fossil Fuels and Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

Lecture: Fossil Fuels and Geoengineering 22. February 2018, Portland / USA … for solving global warming by geoengineering, including carbon capture and … 2018 Lecture: Fossil Fuels and Geoengineering 22. February 2018, Portland / USA “… for solving global warming by geoengineering, including carbon capture and
Seminar: Index Insurance for Solar Geoengineering

[6.25% relevance]


Seminar: GFI/BCCR Seminar | Gernot Wagner: Solar geoengineering and mitigation

[6.25% relevance]


Lecture: The Peculiar Ethics of Geoengineering

[6.25% relevance]


Lecture: The Case Against Geoengineering: How to Build a Fair Future in a 1.5 Degree World

[6.25% relevance]


Lecture: The Case Against Geoengineering: How to Build a Fair Future in a 1.5 … 15. November 2017, Bonn / Germany Geoengineering is not the solution, it just masks … 2017 Lecture: The Case Against Geoengineering: How to Build a Fair Future in a 1.5 … 15. November 2017, Bonn / Germany "Geoengineering is not the solution, it just masks
Conference: Geoengineering, Political Legitimacy & Justice Conference [6.25% relevance]


Conference: Geoengineering, Political Legitimacy & Justice ... and political issues concerning geoengineering - the deliberate ... Kiel, 02. November 2017 Conference: Geoengineering, Political Legitimacy & Justice ... and political issues concerning geoengineering - the deliberate large-scale

Panel Discussion: Climate Science on Tap: Climate Engineering [6.25% relevance]


not, some propose that we consider geoengineering - the deliberate large-scale ... not, some propose that we consider geoengineering - the deliberate large-scale ... Science on Tap event will explore geoengineering, and the scientific, political and ... ethical questions around geoengineering tests." LINK 0 Comments Add a

Webinar: Geoengineering and Biological Diversity [6.25% relevance]


Webinar: Geoengineering and Biological Diversity 2.11.2017, ... Kiel, 02. November 2017 Webinar: Geoengineering and Biological Diversity 2.11.2017, ... looking to understand the impact of geoengineering activities on biodiversity, and how ... community should address geoengineering research under the Convention on

Summer School: Geoengineering the Climate. Impacts and the Developing World [6.25% relevance]


Summer School: Geoengineering the Climate. Impacts and the ... -of-the-art simulation results on geoengineering, and the knowledge of how ... Kiel, 17. July 2017 Summer School:
Geoengineering the Climate. Impacts and the state-of-the-art simulation results on geoengineering, and the knowledge of how to use

Lecture: Engineering Earth: David Keith on the Ethics of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Earth: David Keith on the Ethics of Geoengineering Come here David Keith, Gordon McKay … of Applied Physics and renowned geoengineering expert, speak about the ethics of … Earth: David Keith on the Ethics of Geoengineering "Come here David Keith, Gordon McKay … of Applied Physics and renowned geoengineering expert, speak about the ethics of

Livestream: Harvard's Solar Geoengineering Research Program Launches Spring 2017 [6.25% relevance]


the Agro-Economic Impact of Geoengineering... 17. March 2017, Berkeley / USA … the Agro-Economic Impact of Geoengineering..., Solomon Hsiang LINK Get the latest … the Agro-Economic Impact of Geoengineering... 17. March 2017, Berkeley / USA … the Agro-Economic Impact of Geoengineering..., Solomon Hsiang LINK 0 Comments … the Agro-Economic Impact of Geoengineering... 17. March 2017, Berkeley / USA … the Agro-Economic Impact of Geoengineering..., Solomon Hsiang LINK Get the … the Agro-Economic Impact of
Panel Discussion: Launch of Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Initiative (C2G2) [6.25% relevance]


Panel discussion: Launch of Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Initiative (C2G2) 16. February 2017 … : Launch of Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Initiative (C2G2) 16. February 2017 … The Initiative does not promote geoengineering, nor is it intrinsically against it … of the governance requirements of geoengineering, which the C2G2 Initiative will

Lecture: Geoengineering climate change: do two wrongs make a right? [6.25% relevance]


Lecture: Geoengineering climate change: do two wrongs make a … Kiel, 06. December 2016 Lecture: Geoengineering climate change: do two wrongs make a … effects of the changes – so called geoengineering. In this lecture Professor Owens … will explain what geoengineering solutions are being proposed, their

Panel discussion: Solar Geoengineering and International Affairs: An Introduction [6.25% relevance]


Lecture: Experiment Earth: Responsible innovation in geoengineering (Jack Stilgoe) [6.25% relevance]

Experiments in geoengineering – intentionally manipulating the Earth's climate, as well as examine how research, ... participants to the topic of geoengineering, critically review the research that...

Panel discussion: Sustainable Development Seminar Series: Geoengineering the Earth's Climate - Risks, Opportunities, and Governance Challenges  

Development Seminar Series: Geoengineering the Earth's Climate - Risks, ... Development Seminar Series, Geoengineering the Earth's Climate; Risks, ... Development Seminar Series, Geoengineering the Earth's Climate; Risks, ... Development Seminar Series, Geoengineering the Earth's Climate; Risks, ...

Seminar: Solar Geoengineering and Climate Risks  

Development Seminar Series, Geoengineering the Earth's Climate; Risks, ... Development Seminar Series, Geoengineering the Earth's Climate; Risks, ... Development Seminar Series, Geoengineering the Earth's Climate; Risks, ... Development Seminar Series, Geoengineering the Earth's Climate; Risks, ...

Lecture: Into the Great Wide Open? The Promise and Peril of Climate Geoengineering (Wil Burns)  

? The Promise and Peril of Climate Geoengineering (Wil Burns) 12. October 2015, Dayton ... the prospects and risks of climate geoengineering, as well as examine how research, ...

Early Career Summer Workshop on Geoengineering  

Early Career Summer Workshop on Geoengineering 20.-24.07.2015, Boulder/USA The ... up to 20 early career scientists on geoengineering the Earth's climate with a focus on ... participants to the topic of geoengineering, critically review the research that...

Earth: Responsible innovation in geoengineering (Jack Stilgoe) 14. December 2015, ... London/UK Experiments in geoengineering – intentionally manipulating the...
Lecture: Geoengineering – Human Innovation, or Hubris? [6.25% relevance]


Lecture: Geoengineering – Human Innovation, or Hubris? … technological means of delivering geoengineering interventions, both feasible and … -feed Kiel, 11. August 2014 Lecture: Geoengineering – Human Innovation, or Hubris? … technological means of delivering geoengineering interventions, both feasible and

Lecture: Ethically Slippery Arguments for Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


: Ethically Slippery Arguments for Geoengineering 01.08.2014, Carlton/USA Lecture by S … Ethically Slippery Arguments for Geoengineering … Get the latest News via RSS-feed … : Ethically Slippery Arguments for Geoengineering 01.08.2014, Carlton/USA Lecture by S … Ethically Slippery Arguments for Geoengineering” Link 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL

Seminar: Rethinking geoengineering: from noun to verb [6.25% relevance]


Seminar: Rethinking geoengineering: from noun to verb The talk will … then consider how geoengineering has come to be naturalised, … , 15. May 2014 Seminar: Rethinking geoengineering: from noun to verb "The talk will … then consider how geoengineering has come to be naturalised.

The Heartland Institute: In The Tank (ep186) – Geoengineering, Tax Freedom Day, and Lindsey Stroud on Vaping (Podcast) [6.25% relevance]


Phys.org: Geoengineering experiments to protect the Great Barrier Reef highlight the need for Australian law to catch up, research [6.25% relevance]


Phys.org: Geoengineering experiments to protect the Great ... Australian law to catch up, research Geoengineering experiments to protect the Great ... -feed Kiel, 08. April 2019 Phys.org: Geoengineering experiments to protect the Great ... law to catch up, research "Geoengineering experiments to protect the Great

Inhabitant: Risky geoengineering research deemed safe, blocked by US [6.25% relevance]


Inhabitant: Risky geoengineering research deemed safe, blocked by US ... 27. March 2019 Inhabitant: Risky geoengineering research deemed safe, blocked by US ... "Geoengineering is a term used for a collection of

Siliconrepublic: Biggest oil nations killed UN resolution to investigate geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/siliconrepublic-biggest-oil-nations-killed-un-resolution-to-investigate-geoengineering.html

killed UN resolution to investigate geoengineering Fearing damage to their economies, ... that would have investigated their geoengineering plans. LINK Get the latest News via ... killed UN resolution to investigate geoengineering "Fearing damage to their economies, ... that would have investigated their geoengineering plans." LINK Linked to: Carbon

The Science Times: Solar Geoengineering To Stop Global Warming [6.25% relevance]


The Science Times: Solar Geoengineering To Stop Global Warming Harvard ... March 2019 The Science Times: Solar Geoengineering To Stop Global Warming "Harvard ... solar geotechnics, as well as solar
geoengineering, will help keep the Earth cooler as ... help save it." LINK Linked to: Solar Geoengineering

Motherboard: The US Opposed a UN Plan to Study Geoengineering to Combat Climate Change [6.25% relevance]

: The US Opposed a UN Plan to Study Geoengineering to Combat Climate Change At the UN ... a sweeping plan for investigating geoengineering, one of ... Get the latest News via ... : The US Opposed a UN Plan to Study Geoengineering to Combat Climate Change "At the UN ... a sweeping plan for investigating geoengineering, one of the most controversial tools

The Guardian: US and Saudi Arabia blocking regulation of geoengineering, sources say [6.25% relevance]

Saudi Arabia blocking regulation of geoengineering, sources say The United States and ... global efforts to scrutinise climate geoengineering in order to benefit their fossil ... Saudi Arabia blocking regulation of geoengineering, sources say "The United States and ... global efforts to scrutinise climate geoengineering in order to benefit their fossil

IQS Directory: Everything You Need To Know About Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

: Everything You Need To Know About Geoengineering Now though, a majority are starting ... : Everything You Need To Know About Geoengineering "Now though, a majority are starting ... and bonkers. That remedy is geoengineering." LINK Linked to: Carbon Capture and ... Storage , Solar Geoengineering , Sulfur 0 Comments Add a comment

Project Syndicate: The Geoengineering Fallacy [6.25% relevance]
Project Syndicate: The Geoengineering Fallacy Geoengineering technologies ..... March 2019 Project Syndicate: The Geoengineering Fallacy "Geoengineering technologies

Chatham House: Rethinking the Governance of Solar Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


: Rethinking the Governance of Solar Geoengineering With scientists portending the … : Rethinking the Governance of Solar Geoengineering "With scientists portending the … One such development is solar geoengineering which seeks to lower the Earth’s … to escape." LINK Linked to: Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL EARTH

Chatham House: Rethinking the Governance of Solar Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


: Rethinking the Governance of Solar Geoengineering With scientists portending the … : Rethinking the Governance of Solar Geoengineering "With scientists portending the … One such development is solar geoengineering which seeks to lower the Earth’s … to escape." LINK Linked to: Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL EARTH

Project Syndicate: Geoengineering is a Dangerous Distraction [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/project-syndicate-geoengineering-is-a-dangerous-distraction.html

Project Syndicate: Geoengineering is a Dangerous Distraction A growing … the once-unthinkable strategy of geoengineering our way out of the climate crisis. … 18. February 2019 Project Syndicate: Geoengineering is a Dangerous Distraction "A … the once-unthinkable strategy of geoengineering our way out of the climate crisis.

SingularityHub: Will These Massive Geoengineering Projects Fix the Earth—Or Break It?
SingularityHub: Will These Massive Geoengineering Projects Fix the Earth—Or Break It? … some cases implementing large-scale geoengineering projects to … Get the latest News … SingularityHub: Will These Massive Geoengineering Projects Fix the Earth—Or Break It … some cases implementing large-scale geoengineering projects to radically transform the

Phys.org: Future of planet-cooling tech: Study creates roadmap for geoengineering research

Simply reducing greenhouse … tech: Study creates roadmap for geoengineering research "Simply reducing greenhouse … be required, and one option is solar geoengineering, which could lower temperatures by …." LINK Linked to: aerosols , Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL EARTH

E&E News: Here's the research to watch in 2019

approaching global climate targets, geoengineering is a growing area of focus. One … approaching global climate targets, geoengineering is a growing area of focus. One … solar radiation management, or solar geoengineering." LINK Linked to: aerosols , risks …. Solar Geoengineering 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL EARTH

The Wire: India Should Demand International, Political Oversight for Geoengineering R&D

Multilateral climate … weigh the pros and cons of climate geoengineering. Indian scientists, policymakers,… potentially major implications of geoengineering for the monsoons in South Asia and
CBC Radio: Geoengineering to save the planet: The controversial Plan B that could become inevitable


CBC Radio: Geoengineering to save the planet: The ... writer Jeff Goodell wrote about geoengineering a decade ago, it was a risky, fringe ...

The Wire: Geoengineering: Should India Tread Carefully or Go Full Steam Ahead? 

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/the-wire-geoengineering-should-india-tread-carefully-or-go-full-steam-ahead.html

The Wire: Geoengineering: Should India Tread Carefully or Go ... Full Steam Ahead? Solar geoengineering doesn't help reduce carbon emissions ...

Earther: Geoengineering Is Inevitable

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/earther-geoengineering-is-inevitable-8821.html

Earther: Geoengineering Is Inevitable Here's what's going to ... Kiel, 17. December 2018 Earther: Geoengineering Is Inevitable "Here’s what's going ... in one form or another about geoengineering." LINK Linked to: IPCC, Solar

E-International Relations: The Emerging Politics of Geoengineering


Relations: The Emerging Politics of Geoengineering As droughts, forest fires and ... Relations: The Emerging Politics of Geoengineering "As droughts, forest fires and ..., climate, collectively summarized as
‘Geoengineering’. But no matter whether one thinks … sheets of reflective material, geoengineering will have significant political

**Union of Concerned Scientists: Geoengineering: Scarier than a Zombie Apocalypse? (Podcast) [6.25% relevance]**


Union of Concerned Scientists: Geoengineering: Scarier than a Zombie Apocalypse? (... Keutsch joins us to explain what geoengineering is, why it isn't a magic fix for ... 2018 Union of Concerned Scientists: Geoengineering: Scarier than a Zombie Apocalypse? (... Keutsch joins us to explain what geoengineering is, why it isn't a magic fix for

**Inforum: Weather Talk: Geoengineering could conceivably help Earth [6.25% relevance]**


Inforum: Weather Talk: Geoengineering could conceivably help Earth ... 2018 Inforum: Weather Talk: Geoengineering could conceivably help Earth "

**NextBigFuture: Point of no return for climate action is point when Geoengineering will start [6.25% relevance]**


for climate action is point when Geoengineering will start So-called solar ... for climate action is point when Geoengineering will start "So-called solar

**Nature: Glacier geoengineering needs lawyers too [6.25% relevance]**


Nature: Glacier geoengineering needs lawyers too Proposals such as ... 303–305; 2018) for Antarctic
glacier geoengineering understate the legal challenges,..., 10. August 2018 Nature: Glacier geoengineering needs lawyers too "Proposals such as ... 303–305; 2018) for Antarctic glacier geoengineering understate the legal challenges

Independent: Major plan to deal with climate change by geoengineering the Earth would not work, scientists reveal [6.25% relevance]


plan to deal with climate change by geoengineering the Earth would not work, scientists ... paper exploring the possibilities of geoengineering the planet to protect us from the ... plan to deal with climate change by geoengineering the Earth would not work, scientists ... exploring the possibilities of "geoengineering" the planet to protect us from the

Peter Frase Blog: Geoengineering for the people [6.25% relevance]


Peter Frase Blog: Geoengineering for the people The first issue of ... group's revived publication concerns geoengineering, an issue on which I've thrown in my ... 06. August 2018 Peter Frase Blog: Geoengineering for the people "The first issue of ... group's revived publication concerns geoengineering, an issue on which I've thrown in my

Techradar: Could geoengineering be used to manage our climate? [6.25% relevance]


Techradar: Could geoengineering be used to manage our climate? This ... is geoengineering, a range of complex and ... 06. August 2018 Techradar: Could geoengineering be used to manage our climate? "This ... is geoengineering, a range of complex and

The Conversation: Geoengineering the Great Barrier Reef needs strong rules [6.25% relevance]
The Conversation: Geoengineering the Great Barrier Reef needs strong … boosting coral abundance and geoengineering techniques that would manipulate …, 01. August 2018 The Conversation: Geoengineering the Great Barrier Reef needs strong … boosting coral abundance and geoengineering techniques that would manipulate

Sci Dev Net: Why global South should lead solar geoengineering R&D [6.25% relevance]


: Why global South should lead solar geoengineering R&D As countries grapple with the … radiation management (SRM) or solar geoengineering — which is being discussed as a way …: Why global South should lead solar geoengineering R&D "As countries grapple with the … radiation management (SRM) or solar geoengineering — which is being discussed as a way

Climatewire: Geoengineering. Experts grapple with the side effects of shading Earth [6.25% relevance]


Climatewire: Geoengineering. Experts grapple with the side … Earth A new study of a proposed geoengineering technique to artificially shade the … Kiel, 06. July 2018 Climatewire: Geoengineering. Experts grapple with the side … Earth "A new study of a proposed geoengineering technique to artificially shade the

C2G2: Knowledge gaps on climate-related geoengineering in relation to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) [6.25% relevance]


: Knowledge gaps on climate-related geoengineering in relation to the Convention on … of knowledge gaps on climate-related geoengineering relevant to the Convention on …: Knowledge gaps on climate-related geoengineering in relation to the Convention on … of knowledge gaps on climate-related geoengineering relevant to the Convention on
ABC News: Geoengineering: The quick, and potentially catastrophic, fix for climate change [6.25% relevance]


ABC News: Geoengineering: The quick, and potentially catastrophic fix for climate change Proposals for geoengineering projects sound like something out of a science-fiction story. Kiel, 04. June 2018

Belfer Center: Solar Geoengineering: Taking a Hard Look [6.25% relevance]


General Intellect Unit: An Intersectional Analysis Of Geoengineering, with Tina Sikka [6.25% relevance]


Unit: An Intersectional Analysis Of Geoengineering, with Tina Sikka In which we talk … with Tina Sikka about Geoengineering, and an Intersectional analysis of... Unit: An Intersectional Analysis Of Geoengineering, with Tina Sikka "In which we talk … with Tina Sikka about Geoengineering, and an Intersectional analysis of

C2G2: Using creativity to communicate about geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/c2g2-using-creativity-to-communicate-about-geoengineering.html

creativity to communicate about geoengineering I am at at the “Understanding Risk ... creativity to communicate about geoengineering "I am at at the “Understanding Risk ... raised by the prospect of solar geoengineering. This is a conversation whose ... the dramatic challenges which solar geoengineering may
Keith Group: A Discussion About Counter-Geoengineering: Reflections on New Research [6.25% relevance]

The IVY Podcast: Geoengineering the Climate with Harvard Professor David Keith [6.25% relevance]

LSE: What is geoengineering and how could it help tackle climate change? [6.25% relevance]

C2G2: Paths toward decisions on solar geoengineering [6.25% relevance]
Paths toward decisions on solar geoengineering The absence of effective,... the potential deployment of solar geoengineering technologies (as part of... Get the... Paths toward decisions on solar geoengineering "The absence of effective,... the potential deployment of solar geoengineering technologies (as part of the global
Create: Geoengineering is controversial, but we need to talk about it [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/create-geoengineering-is-controversial-but-we-need-to-talk-about-it.html

Create: Geoengineering is controversial, but we need to ... talk about it Geoengineering is a controversial topic. But one ... talk about it "Geoengineering is a controversial topic. But one

Climate News Network: Solar geoengineering ‘too uncertain to go ahead yet’ [6.25% relevance]


Climate News Network: Solar geoengineering ‘too uncertain to go ahead yet’ The ... urgently agree controls on solar geoengineering to weigh up its possible risks and ... 2018 Climate News Network: Solar geoengineering ‘too uncertain to go ahead yet’ "The ... urgently agree controls on solar geoengineering to weigh up its possible risks and

Environmental Reserach Web: Could targeted geoengineering cut sea-level rise? [6.25% relevance]


Reserach Web: Could targeted geoengineering cut sea-level rise? Targeted ... Reserach Web: Could targeted geoengineering cut sea-level rise? "Targeted

Reveal: What on Earth? Why climate change skeptics are backing geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


climate change skeptics are backing geoengineering In the emerging field of ... climate change skeptics are backing geoengineering "In the emerging field of
Princeton University: Wolovick: Geoengineering polar glaciers to slow sea-level rise
[6.25% relevance]


POST: Geoengineering polar glaciers to slow sea-level rise [6.25% relevance]


Eurasia Review: Geoengineering Polar Glaciers To Slow Sea-Level Rise [6.25% relevance]


Phys.org: We need laws on geoengineering, ASAP [6.25% relevance]

geoengineering regulation, and lays out a framework

Arctic Today: With glacial melt accelerating, a geoengineering movement gathers momentum [6.25% relevance]


: With glacial melt accelerating, a geoengineering movement gathers momentum More ... scientists are seriously proposing geoengineering as our best bet to slow the ...: With glacial melt accelerating, a geoengineering movement gathers momentum "More ... scientists are seriously proposing geoengineering as our best bet to slow the

Bloomberg: How Geoengineering Can Help Fight Global Warming [6.25% relevance]


Bloomberg: How Geoengineering Can Help Fight Global Warming Video ... president, discusses the science of geoengineering and how it can be used to combat ... . 12. February 2018 Bloomberg: How Geoengineering Can Help Fight Global Warming Video ... president, discusses the science of geoengineering and how it can be used to combat

Tech Times: Can Volcanoes Help Cool The Earth? Scientists Are Preparing For The Next Big Eruption [6.25% relevance]


For The Next Big Eruption What is geoengineering? Simply put, geoengineering is an ... For The Next Big Eruption "What is geoengineering? Simply put, geoengineering is an


https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/new-york-times-the-next-big-volcano-could-briefly-cool-earth-
Earth. NASA Wants to Be Ready One geoengineering approach would use high-flying jets … Earth.
NASA Wants to Be Ready "One geoengineering approach would use high-flying jets … important if we’re ever going to do geoengineering,” said Alan Robock, a Rutgers … even if there were no such thing as geoengineering, it’s still important to understand

Heinrich Böll Stiftung: Governing the Big Bad Fix? What to do about geoengineering [6.25% relevance]
the Big Bad Fix? What to do about geoengineering Geoengineering – large-scale … the Big Bad Fix? What to do about geoengineering "Geoengineering – large-scale

Inquirer: Mayon, geoengineering and climate change [6.25% relevance]
Inquirer: Mayon, geoengineering and climate change Given the high … risks associated with geoengineering, decarbonizing energy systems—the … 30. January 2018 Inquirer: Mayon, geoengineering and climate change "Given the high … risks associated with geoengineering, decarbonizing energy systems—the

Clean Technica: Serious Risks Accompany Use Of Geoengineering “Solutions,” Study Finds [6.25% relevance]
: Serious Risks Accompany Use Of Geoengineering “Solutions,” Study Finds There are a … the possible use of various geoengineering techniques, a new study published …: Serious Risks Accompany Use Of Geoengineering “Solutions,” Study Finds ”There are … the possible use of various geoengineering techniques, a new study published
USA Today: Federal scientists call for research in controversial geoengineering


call for research in controversial geoengineering The U.S. government office that ... studies into two areas of geoengineering research, marking the first time ... call for research in controversial geoengineering "The U.S. government office that ... studies into two areas of geoengineering research, marking the first time...

Futurism: Our Climate Is Changing Rapidly. It’s Time to Talk About Geoengineering.


Rapidly. It's Time to Talk About Geoengineering. Yet new versions of these planet-... persist. Many scientists hold on to geoengineering strategies as last-ditch efforts to ... Rapidly. It's Time to Talk About Geoengineering. "Yet new versions of these planet-... persist. Many scientists hold on to geoengineering strategies as last-ditch efforts to

IIED: Geoengineering and development – what price on equity and justice in the coming climate culture wars?


IIED: Geoengineering and development – what price on ... coming climate culture wars? Climate geoengineering is a divisive topic. What could be ... -feed Kiel, 23. December 2017 IIED: Geoengineering and development – what price on ... climate culture wars? "Climate geoengineering is a divisive topic. What could be

Climate Wire: Comity at first, then inaction on geoengineering

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/climate-wire-comity-at-first-then-inaction-on-geoengineering.html

: Comity at first, then inaction on geoengineering Democrats and Republicans asked ... nothing and agreed more research for geoengineering was ... Get the latest News via RSS-... : Comity at first, then inaction
on geoengineering "Democrats and Republicans asked ... nothing and agreed more research for geoengineering was necessary." LINK 0 Comments Add

C2G2: Video/Audio: Communicating Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]
https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/c2g2-video-audio-communicating-geoengineering.html

C2G2: Video/Audio: Communicating Geoengineering C2G2 encourages a broad societal ... debate on geoengineering, and strives to include a diversity ... C2G2: Video/Audio: Communicating Geoengineering "C2G2 encourages a broad societal ... debate on geoengineering, and strives to include a diversity

NPR: Researching How To Fight Climate Change With Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

How To Fight Climate Change With Geoengineering NPR’s Lulu Garcia Navarro talks with ... to research the effects and risks of geoengineering the planet as a way to ... Get the ... How To Fight Climate Change With Geoengineering "NPR's Lulu Garcia Navarro talks ... research the effects and risks of "geoengineering" the planet as a way to fight

Michigan News: Geoengineering: Is it time for climate intervention? [6.25% relevance]

Michigan News: Geoengineering: Is it time for climate intervention ... ? The techniques and challenges of geoengineering will be discussed at a media ... , 13. December 2017 Michigan News: Geoengineering: Is it time for climate intervention ... ? "The techniques and challenges of geoengineering will be discussed at a media

Wired: The US Flirts With Geoengineering to Stymie Climate Change [6.25% relevance]
Wired: The US Flirts With Geoengineering to Stymie Climate Change "So a ... scientists have been mumbling about geoengineering. Doing things like spraying sulfur ...

Grist: A bill in Congress would require more scientific research ... into geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


The Globa and Mail: Solar geoengineering: Science fiction – or saviour? [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/the-globa-and-mail-solar-geoengineering-science-fiction-or-saviour.html

The Globa and Mail: Solar geoengineering: Science fiction – or saviour? But ... case for serious research on solar geoengineering, and serious examination of its ... 2017 The Globa and Mail: Solar geoengineering: Science fiction – or saviour? "But ... case for serious research on solar geoengineering, and serious examination of its

Greenreport.it: Geoengineering is not the B plan to save the world, but needs to be explored (Italian) [6.25% relevance]


Greenreport.it: Geoengineering is not the B plan to save the world ... Climatic engineering, also called geoengineering, is a large scale deliberate ... 22. November 2017 Greenreport.it: Geoengineering is not the B plan to save the world ... Climatic engineering, also called geoengineering, is a large scale deliberate
Green Left: US rejects climate action, plans geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


The Untied States is now the only … : US rejects climate action, plans geoengineering "The Untied States is now the only … US is taking a step forward on the geoengineering path. Geoengineering, specifically

American Instiute of Physics: Geoengineering Research Receives Backing at House Science Committee Hearing [6.25% relevance]


American Instiute of Physics: Geoengineering Research Receives Backing at House … leaders expressed hope that geoengineering technologies could someday address … 2017 American Instiute of Physics: Geoengineering Research Receives Backing at House … leaders expressed hope that geoengineering technologies could someday address

Warren Centre: Geoengineering surfaces in climate technology debate [6.25% relevance]


Warren Centre: Geoengineering surfaces in climate technology … debate Geoengineering was raised last week in US … . 12. November 2017 Warren Centre: Geoengineering surfaces in climate technology … debate "Geoengineering was raised last week in US

Tribune Content Agency: China’s Ambitious Push for Geoengineering Research [6.25% relevance]


Agency: China’s Ambitious Push for Geoengineering Research During the last three years … one of the largest federally funded geoengineering research programs in the world, … Agency: China’s Ambitious Push for Geoengineering Research "During the last three … one of the largest federally funded geoengineering research programs in the world.
AGU Blogosphere: New approach to geoengineering simulations is significant step forward [6.25% relevance]


AGU Blogosphere: New approach to geoengineering simulations is significant step forward time that a new research approach to geoengineering could potentially be used to limit AGU Blogosphere: New approach to geoengineering simulations is significant step forward time that a new research approach to geoengineering could potentially be used to limit

Climate Home: Poor country scientists to get help to study geoengineering impacts [6.25% relevance]


scientists to get help to study geoengineering impacts With most geoengineering scientists to get help to study geoengineering impacts "With most geoengineering

Sputnik News: How Geoengineering Became a Whip for US President Trump [6.25% relevance]


Sputnik News: How Geoengineering Became a Whip for US President Trump ... Geoengineering has seen a surge of publicity ... 16. October 2017 Sputnik News: How Geoengineering Became a Whip for US President Trump ... "Geoengineering has seen a surge of publicity

The Guardian: Geoengineering is not a quick fix for climate change, experts warn Trump [6.25% relevance]


The Guardian: Geoengineering is not a quick fix for climate ... and campaigners express concern that geoengineering research could be used as an excuse ... Kiel, 14. October 2017 The Guardian:
Geoengineering is not a quick fix for climate ... and campaigners express concern that geoengineering research could be used as an excuse.

**New Times: The geoengineering fallacy [6.25% relevance]**


New Times: The geoengineering fallacy As the world struggles to ... silver bullet is gaining supporters. Geoengineering –the ... Get the latest News via RSS- ... , 14. October 2017 New Times: The geoengineering fallacy "As the world struggles to ... silver bullet is gaining supporters. Geoengineering –the large-scale manipulation of the

**The Plastocene Blog: When Humans Design Climate [6.25% relevance]**


Climate Challenge, Interest Grows in Geoengineering.” The article reports that during an ... Climate Challenge, Interest Grows in Geoengineering.” The article reports that during an ... foremost advocates for research into geoengineering, observed that in recent months ... serious discussion of geoengineering “really is happening in a way that

**Niskanen Center: Rightly Governing Solar Geoengineering Research [6.25% relevance]**


Center: Rightly Governing Solar Geoengineering Research For the first time in five ... its position statement on climate geoengineering research. The AGU’s draft statement ... Center: Rightly Governing Solar Geoengineering Research "For the first time in five ... its position statement on climate geoengineering research. The AGU’s draft statement

**Futurism: Geoengineering May Be Our Only Hope for Surviving Climate Change [6.25% relevance]**

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/futurism-geoengineering-may-be-our-only-hope-for-surviving-climate-change.html
Futurism: Geoengineering May Be Our Only Hope for Surviving …, humanity may need to turn to geoengineering to save our species from the effects … Kiel, 28. September 2017 Futurism: Geoengineering May Be Our Only Hope for Surviving …, humanity may need to turn to geoengineering to save our species from the effects

CNET: A 'geoengineering cocktail' is the latest last-ditch proposal to reverse climate change [6.25% relevance]


CNET: A 'geoengineering cocktail' is the latest last-ditch … change Humans have been accidentally geoengineering for centuries. At what point should … Kiel, 27. September 2017 CNET: A 'geoengineering cocktail' is the latest last-ditch … "Humans have been accidentally geoengineering for centuries. At what point should

Forbes: As Humans Fumble Climate Challenge, Interest Grows In Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Climate Challenge, Interest Grows In Geoengineering Scholars of geoengineering have … Climate Challenge, Interest Grows In Geoengineering "Scholars of geoengineering have

Fusion: Can Geoengineering Reverse the Damage We Have Caused to Earth? (Video) [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/fusion-can-geoengineering-reverse-the-damage-we-have-caused-to-earth-video.html

Fusion: Can Geoengineering Reverse the Damage We Have Caused to … scientist Josh Willis takes on geoengineering. Share this video so that it can … Kiel, 22. September 2017 Fusion: Can Geoengineering Reverse the Damage We Have Caused to … scientist Josh Willis takes on geoengineering. Share this video so that it can
The Wire: The Questionable Future of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


MIT Technolog Review: China Builds One of the World’s Largest Geoengineering Research Programs [6.25% relevance]


Builds One of the World's Largest Geoengineering Research Programs Backed by $3 ... funds, scientists are assessing how geoengineering would impact agriculture, glaciers, ... Builds One of the World’s Largest Geoengineering Research Programs "Backed by $3 ... funds, scientists are assessing how geoengineering would impact agriculture, glaciers.

GlobalSpec: A Geoengineering Technique Called Cloud Brightening Could Slow Global Warming [6.25% relevance]


GlobalSpec: A Geoengineering Technique Called Cloud Brightening ... Kiel, 27. July 2017 GlobalSpec: A Geoengineering Technique Called Cloud Brightening ... and aerosols. The goal for these geoengineering tests would follow the ... ’2015 that said any tests of geoengineering also yields scientific benefits.”

Vice News: 3 huge geoengineering projects are under way to save the planet [6.25% relevance]


Vice News: 3 huge geoengineering projects are under way to save the ... the planet. In fact, several major “geoengineering” experiments are already underway. ... 27. July 2017 Vice News: 3 huge geoengineering projects are under way to save the ... the planet. In fact, several major “geoengineering” experiments are already underway.
Green Career: Geoengineering options reviewed

Scientists are discussing the warming of the planet, in particular geoengineering methods that alter the radiative balance. (Kiel, 25. July 2017)

Newsweek: Climate Change and Geoengineering: Artificially Cooling Planet Earth by Thinning Cirrus Clouds

Newsweek has been discussing the potential of geoengineering—the deliberate manipulation of the climate system to mitigate global warming. (2017)

Geographical: High Hopes: The promises of geoengineering

Geographical's regular look at the potential of geoengineering. This month, Marco Magrini looks at geoengineering the planet. (Add a comment)

Deviant World: The case for (and against) geoengineering

A general article on climate engineering. Whatever the balance of the benefits and costs of geoengineering, it’s clear that neither will be balanced. (Add a comment)
Nature News: March for Science, climate engineering and China's space station


and China's space station Geoengineering The United Kingdom unveiled an £8.6-... million) programme of research into geoengineering — the science of altering the planet... and China's space station " Geoengineering The United Kingdom unveiled an £8.6-... million) programme of research into geoengineering — the science of altering the planet

MIT Technology Review: Rules for Geoengineering the Planet


MIT Technology Review: Rules for Geoengineering the Planet By Janos Pasztor We have... to at least consider geoengineering. And that's where the problems start... MIT Technology Review: Rules for Geoengineering the Planet By Janos Pasztor "We have... to at least consider geoengineering. And that’s where the problems start

Nonprofit Chronicles: It’s crunch time for climate philanthropy. What should foundations do?


. What should foundations do? Geoengineering: Efforts to mitigate carbon ... should be aggressively researching geoengineering—deliberate, large-scale efforts to ... . What should foundations do? ” Geoengineering: Efforts to mitigate carbon ... should be aggressively researching geoengineering—deliberate, large-scale efforts to

Nextbigfuture Blog: Tests for safe Geoengineering should start now

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/nextbigfuture-blog-tests-for-safe-geoengineering-should-start-now.html
Nextbigfuture Blog: Tests for safe Geoengineering should start now Harvard's Schrag … of the future may be one where geoengineering is never developed or deployed. “I … Nextbigfuture Blog: Tests for safe Geoengineering should start now "Harvard's Schrag … of the future may be one where geoengineering is never developed or deployed. “I

Motherboard: Trump Is Giving Geoengineering Another Moment [6.25% relevance]
https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/motherboard-trump-is-giving-geoengineering-another-moment.html

Motherboard: Trump Is Giving Geoengineering Another Moment New concerns over … whether Trump will use geoengineering for evil are almost entirely … 2017 Motherboard: Trump Is Giving Geoengineering Another Moment "New concerns over … whether Trump will use geoengineering for evil are almost entirely

Lifeguard: Solar geoengineering study could offer a quick fix for climate change [6.25% relevance]

Lifeguard: Solar geoengineering study could offer a quick fix for … biggest research programme on solar geoengineering yet. The technology could … Kiel, 10. April 2017 Lifeguard: Solar geoengineering study could offer a quick fix for … biggest research programme on solar geoengineering yet. The technology could

The Guardian: Fear of solar geoengineering is healthy – but don't distort our research [6.25% relevance]

The Guardian: Fear of solar geoengineering is healthy – but don't distort our … research Fear of solar geoengineering is entirely healthy. Its mere … 2017 the guardian: Fear of solar geoengineering is healthy – but don't distort our … research "Fear of solar geoengineering is entirely healthy. Its mere
Pacific Standard: Will geoengineering save the world — or destroy it? [6.25% relevance]


Pacific Standard: Will geoengineering save the world — or destroy it? To … combat climate change, some geoengineering technologies can capture carbon … . March 2017 Pacific Standard: Will geoengineering save the world — or destroy it? "To … combat climate change, some geoengineering technologies can capture carbon

Saturday Paper: Geoengineering against climate change [6.25% relevance]


Saturday Paper: Geoengineering against climate change While some … scientists claim solar geoengineering could be our last, best hope to deal … Kiel, 19. March 2017 Saturday Paper: Geoengineering against climate change "While some … scientists claim solar geoengineering could be our last, best hope to deal

Heinrich Böll Stiftung: Climate geoengineering – Experimenting with the global thermostat [6.25% relevance]


Heinrich Böll Stiftung: Climate geoengineering – Experimenting with the global … technological means, the so called geoengineering? In our first episode of our podcast … 2017 Heinrich Böll Stiftung: Climate geoengineering – Experimenting with the global … technological means, the so called geoengineering? In our first episode of our podcast

Climate Futures: The Rise of Geoengineering and its potential impacts for the Humanitarian Sector (documentation) [6.25% relevance]


Climate Futures: The Rise of Geoengineering and its potential impacts for the … the event. Recording of a webinar on geoengineering hosted by the IFRC. The webinar … 2017 Climate Futures: The Rise of Geoengineering and its potential impacts for the … event. "Recording of a webinar on geoengineering hosted by the IFRC. The webinar
Historical Climatology: A Conversation with Dr. James Fleming: Geoengineering and the History of Atmospheric Science [6.25% relevance]


Conversation with Dr. James Fleming: Geoengineering and the History of Atmospheric ... deep history and future prospects of geoengineering, and the birth of ... Get the latest ... Conversation with Dr. James Fleming: Geoengineering and the History of Atmospheric ... deep history and future prospects of geoengineering, and the birth of modern atmospheric

Sustaina Babble: Geoengineering (pod cast) [6.25% relevance]


Sustaina Babble: Geoengineering (pod cast) Dave & Ol embark on a ... terrifying interview with geoengineering expert, Duncan McLaren. LINK Get the ... 27, February 2017 Sustaina Babble: Geoengineering (pod cast) "Dave & Ol embark on a ... terrifying interview with geoengineering expert, Duncan McLaren." LINK 0

FCEA Blog: What a “post-truth” media ecology means for climate engineering research [6.25% relevance]


type in “geoengineering” will find geoengineeringwatch.org on the front page of Google results ... an interview with Dane Wigington of Geoengineering Watch. Dane is one of the most ... an interview with Dane Wigington of Geoengineering Watch. Dane is one of the most ... . Information-seekers who type in “geoengineering” will find geoengineeringwatch.org


Times: White House Urges Research on Geoengineering to Combat Global Warming A White … first time recommended research into geoengineering, the concept of intervening in … Times: White House Urges Research on Geoengineering to Combat Global Warming "A White … first time recommended research into geoengineering, the concept of intervening in

Nunatsiaq: As Arctic warms, interest in geoengineering increases [6.25% relevance]

: As Arctic warms, interest in geoengineering increases Geoengineering could gain … : As Arctic warms, interest in geoengineering increases "Geoengineering could gain

Deconstructing Climate Engineering Blog: Peatlands & geoengineering: an unlikely pair [6.25% relevance]

Engineering Blog: Peatlands & geoengineering: an unlikely pair In conclusion, I … it is too early to rule out peatland geoengineering, as there is still so much we don’t … Engineering Blog: Peatlands & geoengineering: an unlikely pair "In conclusion, I … it is too early to rule out peatland geoengineering, as there is still so much we don’t

FCEA Blog: Commentary: A response to Wil Burns: Common Misunderstandings About SRM Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

: Common Misunderstandings About SRM Geoengineering We welcomed the response of Wil … to our recent article, “Five solar geoengineering tropes that have outstayed their … : Common Misunderstandings About SRM Geoengineering "We welcomed the response of Wil … to our recent article, “Five solar geoengineering tropes that have outstayed their

FCEA Blog: Commentary: A Response to “Five Solar Geoengineering Tropes That Have
Outstayed Their Welcome” [6.25% relevance]


A Response to “Five Solar Geoengineering Tropes That Have Outstayed Their … Jesse L.; et al. (2016): Five solar geoengineering tropes that have outstayed their …: A Response to “Five Solar Geoengineering Tropes That Have Outstayed Their … Jesse L.; et al. (2016): Five solar geoengineering tropes that have outstayed their

cantech: Geoengineering will be a necessary evil, says United Nations body [6.25% relevance]


cantech: Geoengineering will be a necessary evil, says … Diversity warns that using geoengineering to combat global warming … Get the … Kiel, 05. November 2016 cantech: Geoengineering will be a necessary evil, says … Diversity warns that using geoengineering to combat global warming should be

Yale Climate Connections: Geoengineering: Crazy for sure, but with big but [6.25% relevance]


Yale Climate Connections: Geoengineering: Crazy for sure, but with big but As … enough to stop dangerous warming. Is geoengineering the solution? Link Get the latest … 2016 Yale Climate Connections: Geoengineering: Crazy for sure, but with big but "… enough to stop dangerous warming. Is geoengineering the solution?" Link 0 Comments Add a

the guardian: Neil DeGrasse Tyson: ‘I think the things you might think up in a bar’ [6.25% relevance]


up in a bar’ If you had the power of geoengineering to terraform Mars into Earth, then … you have the power of geoengineering to turn Earth back into Earth. So … in a bar’ "If you had the power of geoengineering to terraform Mars into Earth, then … you have the power of geoengineering to turn Earth
Strange Horizons Blog: Terraforming and Geoengineering in Science Fiction


Horizons Blog: Terraforming and Geoengineering in Science Fiction What makes these ... the implications of terraforming and geoengineering by situating these endeavours in the ...

Mashable: Geoengineering is a bonkers plan, but it may be needed to tackle global warming


Mashable: Geoengineering is a bonkers plan, but it may be ... to tackle global warming Solar geoengineering is nuts. That, at least, is the ...

Medium: Scientists Focused on Geoengineering Challenge the Inevitability of Multi-Millennial Global Warming


Medium: Scientists Focused on Geoengineering Challenge the Inevitability of Multi ... the rich discussion below about geoengineering, in this case mainly focused on ...


Daily Post: Oppenheimer Lecture: National Academy Of Sciences President Examines Question Of Climate Intervention [6.25% relevance]

she chaired for the NAS Committee on Geoengineering Climate that were published ... terminology can be detected, from “geoengineering” to “intervention.” Indeed, the ... of a limited number of proposed geoengineering techniques, including examples of

Maritime Global News: UK First to Accept Marine Geoengineering Amendments [6.25% relevance]

News: UK First to Accept Marine Geoengineering Amendments The United Kingdom has ... to formally accept the 2013 marine geoengineering amendments to the 1996 London ... the 2013 marine geoengineering amendments to the 1996 "London

Money Week: What is geoengineering? [6.25% relevance]

Money Week: What is geoengineering? I interviewed D'Maris Coffman – an ... London – about the idea known as “geoengineering”. It's an exciting suite of ... June 2016 Money Week: What is geoengineering? "I interviewed D'Maris Coffman – an ... London – about the idea known as “geoengineering”. It's an exciting suite of
Geoengineering Monitor: In the aftermath of the Paris Agreement, nature and humanity lose [6.25% relevance]


Geoengineering Monitor: In the aftermath of the … does not speak explicitly about geoengineering or BECCS (Bioenergy with Carbon … News via RSS-feed Kiel, 24. May 2016 Geoengineering Monitor: In the aftermath of the … does not speak explicitly about geoengineering or BECCS (Bioenergy with Carbon

Canmua: ’Natural geoengineering’ could slow global warming [6.25% relevance]


Canmua: ’Natural geoengineering’ could slow global warming Hence the … of what might be called “natural geoengineering.” Natural ecological processes … Kiel, 19. May 2016 Canmua: ’Natural geoengineering’ could slow global warming ”Hence … of what might be called “natural geoengineering.” Natural ecological processes

Geoengineering Monitor: Small-scale geoengineering? UAE’s rain-making mountain [6.25% relevance]


BoingBoing: The Planet Remade: frank, clear-eyed book on geoengineering, climate disaster, & humanity's future [6.25% relevance]


Could Change the World has swept

India Climate Dialogue: Risky geoengineering a climate panacea? [6.25% relevance]


India Climate Dialogue: Risky geoengineering a climate panacea? Geoengineering ... 2016 India Climate Dialogue: Risky geoengineering a climate panacea? "Geoengineering

Ina Moeller Blog: Imagining Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Ina Moeller Blog: Imagining Geoengineering My aim is to explore the role of ... explain the inherent attraction of geoengineering. It is inspired by the ... 2016 Ina Moeller Blog: Imagining Geoengineering "My aim is to explore the role of ... explain the inherent attraction of geoengineering. It is inspired by the wave of post-

Chinadialogue: World would likely need geoengineering to meet Paris targets, but what are the risks? [6.25% relevance]


: World would likely need geoengineering to meet Paris targets, but what are ... might only be done by using untested geoengineering technologies, writes Olivia Boyd. ... : World would likely need geoengineering to meet Paris targets, but what are ... might only be done by using untested geoengineering technologies, writes Olivia Boyd."

NyTeknik: Scientists warn of risks of geoengineering (Swedish) [6.25% relevance]


: Scientists warn of risks of geoengineering (Swedish) The risks of ... : Scientists warn of risks of
Academic Minute, Garth Heutel, Georgia State University – Solar Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


, Georgia State University – Solar Geoengineering Garth Heutel, assistant professor of … into the benefits and risks of solar geoengineering. Link Get the latest News via RSS-…, Georgia State University – Solar Geoengineering "Garth Heutel, assistant professor … into the benefits and risks of solar geoengineering." Link Linked to: economics 0

Flassbeck Economics: Geoengineering offers no solutions to climate change. A study on ocean acidification [6.25% relevance]


Flassbeck Economics: Geoengineering offers no solutions to climate … February 2016 Flassbeck Economics: Geoengineering offers no solutions to climate … here). The study does not deal with geoengineering. Assuming geoengineering efficiency

Fighting The Biocrisis Blog: Climate Imperial: Geoengineering and Capitalist Hegemony (Part One) [6.25% relevance]


Biocrisis Blog: Climate Imperial: Geoengineering and Capitalist Hegemony (Part One) … article will be that a reliance on geoengineering to “solve” the climate crisis is not … Biocrisis Blog: Climate Imperial: Geoengineering and Capitalist Hegemony (Part One) “ … article will be that a reliance on geoengineering to “solve” the climate crisis is not
Climate & Capitalism: The specter of geoengineering haunts the Paris climate agreement


Climate & Capitalism: The specter of geoengineering haunts the Paris climate agreement “… bet on untested and dangerous geoengineering technologies.” Link

Video: Oliver Morton - How Geoengineering Could Change the World


Cli-Sci Blog: Geoengineering – It’s all just smoke and mirrors


Cli-Sci Blog: Geoengineering – It’s all just smoke and mirrors … of the key primary reasons against geoengineering is seen as the risk associated with … Kiel, 23. January 2016 Cli-Sci Blog: Geoengineering – It’s all just smoke and mirrors." … of the key primary reasons against geoengineering is seen as the risk associated with

Tripple Pundit: Can Geoengineering Help Solve the Middle East’s Water Woes?


The Earth Story Blog: Eyjafjallajökull tests geoengineering options [6.25% relevance]


Story Blog: Eyjafjallajökull tests geoengineering options The Eyjafjallajökull … that tested of one of the major geoengineering solutions for climate change. Link … Story Blog: Eyjafjallajoekull tests geoengineering options "The Eyjafjallajökull … that tested of one of the major geoengineering solutions for climate change." Link

Business Green: Academics call for geoengineering preparation in wake of Paris Agreement’s 'deadly flaws' [6.25% relevance]


Business Green: Academics call for geoengineering preparation in wake of Paris … implement emissions cuts means geoengineering must be seriously explored, despite … Business Green: Academics call for geoengineering preparation in wake of Paris … implement emissions cuts means geoengineering must be seriously explored, despite

Daily Camera: Bob Greenlee: Geoengineering could offer solutions to climate change [6.25% relevance]


Daily Camera: Bob Greenlee: Geoengineering could offer solutions to climate … been placed on seeking scientific geoengineering solutions. Twenty-five years ago, a … 2015 Daily Camera: Bob Greenlee: Geoengineering could offer solutions to climate … been placed on seeking scientific geoengineering solutions. Twenty-five years ago, a


The Electrochemical Society: Solar Geoengineering and Climate Change [6.25% relevance]


The Electrochemical Society: Solar Geoengineering and Climate Change “This will lead ... The Electrochemical Society: Solar Geoengineering and Climate Change "‘This will lead ... part of the answer lies in solar geoengineering (SGE). “We need to learn something ... about geoengineering,” Heller said. “We need to learn

FCEA Blog: The ‘Lomborg gambit’ and why the allure of solar geoengineering must be resisted by the Paris negotiators [6.25% relevance]


gambit’ and why the allure of solar geoengineering must be resisted by the Paris ... to the UN talks? It was solar geoengineering, a controversial—and speculative—set ... gambit’ and why the allure of solar geoengineering must be resisted by the Paris ... to the UN talks? It was solar geoengineering, a controversial—and speculative—set

National Interest: It’s Time to Discuss Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Interest: It's Time to Discuss Geoengineering The meager financing and policy ... that have been given so far to geoengineering partly reflects unease over the ... Interest: It's Time to Discuss Geoengineering "The meager financing and policy ... that have been given so far to geoengineering partly reflects unease over the
BBC: Science Cafe. Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

BBC: Science Cafe. Geoengineering Adam Walton and guests discuss one … for preventing global warming, geoengineering the planet's atmosphere and climate … 19. November 2015 BBC: Science Cafe. Geoengineering "Adam Walton and guests discuss one … for preventing global warming, geoengineering the planet's atmosphere and climate

Shift Magazine: Geoengineering: A Techno-Fix Solution for the Climate? [6.25% relevance]

Shift Magazine: Geoengineering: A Techno-Fix Solution for the … Climate? Geoengineering ignores a message to which the … 05. November 2015 Shift Magazine: Geoengineering: A Techno-Fix Solution for the … Climate? "Geoengineering ignores a message to which the


Only Good News Blog: Is geoengineering a bad idea? [6.25% relevance]
https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/only-good-news-blog-is-geoengineering-a-bad-idea.html

Only Good News Blog: Is geoengineering a bad idea? In other words, despite … dangerous and less likely to work, geoengineering technologies should be considered … August 2015 Only Good News Blog: Is geoengineering a bad idea? "In other words, despite … dangerous and less likely to work, geoengineering technologies should be considered
Environmental Defense Fund: Our position on geoengineering


Based on our best understanding on the current science of geoengineering, EDF believes that...

Forum for Climate Engineering Assessment: Climate Geoengineering Timeline


Timeline of CE events prepared by the Forum on Climate Geoengineering Assessment.

New American: Billionaire: $25M Prize to Solve Global Warming by Geoengineering


Richard Branson (shown), chairman of so-called global warming using geoengineering (also called climate engineering),

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists: Is stratospheric geoengineering worth the risk?


The risk of a rapid spike makes the
stratospheric geoengineering decision very difficult, especially … Atomic Scientists: Is stratospheric geoengineering worth the risk? "The risk of a rapid … spike makes the stratospheric geoengineering decision very difficult, especially

Pittsburg Post-Gazette: We don’t need geoengineering; we need action from Congress [6.25% relevance]


Post-Gazette: We don’t need geoengineering; we need action from Congress The … May 20 commentary on climate geoengineering (“Climate Change Backup Plan”) … Post-Gazette: We don’t need geoengineering; we need action from Congress "The … May 20 commentary on climate geoengineering (“Climate Change Backup Plan”)”

Sustain Green: Scientists Consider Geoengineering Options to Fight Global Warming [6.25% relevance]


Sustain Green: Scientists Consider Geoengineering Options to Fight Global Warming … are beginning to consider some geoengineering techniques to fight climate change. … Sustain Green: Scientists Consider Geoengineering Options to Fight Global Warming "… are beginning to consider some geoengineering techniques to fight climate change

The Long Now Foundation (Video): David Keith: Patient Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


(Video): David Keith: Patient Geoengineering “Temporary, moderate, and responsive … be the guidelines of responsible geoengineering, in David Keith's view. For slowing … (Video): David Keith: Patient Geoengineering “"Temporary, moderate, and … be the guidelines of responsible geoengineering, in David Keith's view. For slowing
Game: Ascent - The Space Game: Geoengineering Device Terraforming


Game: Ascent - The Space Game: Geoengineering Device Terraforming A game including … planet being terraformed by a Small Geoengineering Device Link … Get the latest News … 2015 Game: Ascent - The Space Game: Geoengineering Device Terraforming A game including … planet being terraformed by a Small Geoengineering Device" Link (video), link (game)


: On the National Research Council’s Geoengineering Report The big news is that the … that we should avoid research into geoengineering for fear that such research is part … : On the National Research Council’s Geoengineering Report "The big news is that the …. that we should avoid research into geoengineering for fear that such research is part

the guardian: Where’s the justice in geoengineering?


the guardian: Where’s the justice in geoengineering? As geoengineering researchers … the guardian: Where’s the justice in geoengineering? "As geoengineering researchers

Grist: Geoengineering won’t help people who are stuck with dirty air


Grist: Geoengineering won't help people who are stuck with … find out if he really thought that geoengineering was the panacea we need. I learned … RSS-feed Kiel, 12, March 2015 Grist: Geoengineering won't help people who are stuck with … find out if he really thought that geoengineering was the panacea we need. I learned
the guardian: We need regenerative farming, not geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

The Federalists: Geoengineering: The Cold War On Global Warming [6.25% relevance]

Bloomberg View: Geoengineering Is Good Insurance [6.25% relevance]
https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/bloomberg-view-geoengineering-is-good-insurance.html

Tech Gen Mag: Can geoengineering save humanity from climate change? [6.25% relevance]

Tech Gen Mag: Can geoengineering save humanity from climate change? … are researching climate change geoengineering fertilizers which would help carbon- … 24. February 2015 Tech Gen Mag: Can geoengineering save humanity from climate change? “ … are researching climate change geoengineering fertilizers which would help carbon-
Harvard News: Climate engineering, no longer on the fringe

Keith responds to NAS reports on geoengineering in this Q&A Link Get the latest News … Keith responds to NAS reports on geoengineering in this Q&A. […] The Academy has … dealt with geoengineering as a part of broader energy and … marker of the extent to which solar geoengineering is becoming a more normal part of

Phys.org: Advent of geoengineering may help lower temperature of debate over climate change


The Nation: Why Geoengineering Is ‘Untested and Untestable’

The Nation: Why Geoengineering Is ‘Untested and Untestable’ By … opinion piece in Nature calling for geoengineering tests fails to mention the most … . 07. February 2015 The Nation: Why Geoengineering Is ‘Untested and Untestable’ By … opinion piece in Nature calling for geoengineering tests fails to mention the most

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists: Not enough time for geoengineering to work?

Scientists: Not enough time for geoengineering to work? Just as slamming on the … down a train headed for a ravine, geoengineering can cool the climate. But it won’t … Scientists: Not enough time for geoengineering to work? "Just as slamming on the … down a train headed for a ravine, geoengineering can cool the climate. But it won’t
**Breaking Energy: ‘Climate Geoengineering’: As Contingency Plan Perhaps the Sharpest Tool in the World’s Climate Tool Box** [6.25% relevance]


Breaking Energy: ‘Climate Geoengineering’: As Contingency Plan Perhaps the … the development and deployment of geoengineering technologies is slowly creeping into … 2015 Breaking Energy: ‘Climate Geoengineering’: As Contingency Plan Perhaps the … the development and deployment of geoengineering technologies is slowly creeping into

**WGC Blog: Forum – “Fighting Climate Change with Geoengineering” responses** [6.25% relevance]


– “Fighting Climate Change with Geoengineering” responses Response to newsweek … they make of the suggestion that a geoengineering response might mean that the world … – “Fighting Climate Change with Geoengineering” responses Response to newsweek … they make of the suggestion that a geoengineering response might mean that the world

**WGC Blog: No silver bullet: why geoengineering alone won’t save the planet** [6.25% relevance]


WGC Blog: No silver bullet: why geoengineering alone won’t save the planet Guest … Policy at George Mason University. Geoengineering may someday have a role to play in … 2014 WGC Blog: No silver bullet: why geoengineering alone won’t save the planet Guest … Policy at George Mason University. "Geoengineering may someday have a role to play in

**ClimateProgress Blog: Geoengineering Gone Wild: Newsweek Touts Turning Humans Into Hobbits To Save Climate** [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/climateprogress-blog-geoengineering-gone-wild-newsweek-
ClimateProgress Blog: Geoengineering Gone Wild: Newsweek Touts Turning ... to Newsweek article. The media likes geoengineering stories because they are clickbait ... December 2014 ClimateProgress Blog: Geoengineering Gone Wild: Newsweek Touts Turning ... Newsweek article. "The media likes geoengineering stories because they are clickbait

Cambridge News: Geoengineering solutions to climate change must go hand in hand with cutting emissions, says Judge Business School lecturer [6.25% relevance]


Cambridge News: Geoengineering solutions to climate change must go ... Business School lecturer Radical geoengineering solutions to climate change could ... 02. December 2014 Cambridge News: Geoengineering solutions to climate change must go ... Business School lecturer "Radical geoengineering solutions to climate change could

The StarPhoenix: Soft geoengineering could mitigate change [6.25% relevance]


The StarPhoenix: Soft geoengineering could mitigate change For those not ... targets to reduce C02 emissions, geoengineering - the deliberate large-scale ... October 2014 The StarPhoenix: Soft geoengineering could mitigate change "For those not ... targets to reduce C02 emissions, geoengineering - the deliberate large-scale

Triple Pundit: Can Geoengineering Really Fix Climate Change? [6.25% relevance]


Triple Pundit: Can Geoengineering Really Fix Climate Change? One ... Change has proposed is called geoengineering: a fascinating collection of ... 20. October 2014 Triple Pundit: Can Geoengineering Really Fix Climate Change? "One ... Change has proposed is called geoengineering: a fascinating collection of
The Carbon Brief Blog: How we can make good decisions about geoengineering

How we can make good decisions about geoengineering My colleagues and I have been … of 'opening up' discussion about geoengineering to alternative options, different … How we can make good decisions about geoengineering "My colleagues and I have been … of 'opening up' discussion about geoengineering to alternative options, different

Energy Politics Blog: Geoengineering : A Planetary Science Experiment

Energy Politics Blog: Geoengineering : A Planetary Science Experiment In … conclusion, geoengineering is a very dangerous industry. … September 2014 Energy Politics Blog: Geoengineering : A Planetary Science Experiment "In … conclusion, geoengineering is a very dangerous industry.

Risk Science Center: Designing global deliberation for geoengineering governance

Risk Science Center: Designing global deliberation for geoengineering governance In sum, given the … potential risks and benefits of geoengineering, and the growing citizen engagement … : Designing global deliberation for geoengineering governance "In sum, given the … potential risks and benefits of geoengineering, and the growing citizen engagement

Environmental Research Web: ‘Moderate’ geoengineering could help temperature in all areas

Environmental Research Web: ‘Moderate’ geoengineering could help temperature in all areas … shows that if only
moderate solar geoengineering was deployed everyone would gain ... Research Web: ‘Moderate’
geoengineering could help temperature in all areas ... shows that if only moderate solar geoengineering
was deployed everyone would gain

**Ecologist: Geoengineering - the 'declaration' that never was may cause real harm** [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/ecologist-geoengineering-the-declaration-that-never-was-may-cause-real-harm.html

Ecologist: Geoengineering - the 'declaration' that never was ... an effective 'test ban' on outdoor
geoengineering experiments. Except there ... Get the ... Kiel, 29. August 2014 Ecologist: Geoengineering
- the 'declaration' that never was ... an effective 'test ban' on outdoor geoengineering experiments. Except
there was no

**future earth blog: Assessing geoengineering: a technical fix too far?** [6.25% relevance]


geoengineering: a technical fix too far?"

**blue & green tomorrow: Geoengineering could make climate change’s impacts worse** [6.25% relevance]


blue & green tomorrow: Geoengineering could make climate change’s impacts ... warned that climate
engineering, or geoengineering, could have unknown consequences in ... August 2014 blue & green
tomorrow: Geoengineering could make climate change’s impacts ... warned that climate engineering, or
geoengineering, could have unknown consequences in

**The Engineer: Your questions answered: geoengineering** [6.25% relevance]
Engineer: Your questions answered: geoengineering Discussion including Stephen Salter … discusses the feasibility of using geoengineering techniques to counteract climate …… Engineer: Your questions answered: geoengineering Discussion including Stephen Salter … discusses the feasibility of using geoengineering techniques to counteract climate

Frequency (Video): Simon Nicholson on Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/frequency-video-simon-nicholson-on-geoengineering.html

(Video): Simon Nicholson on Geoengineering SIS Assistant Professor Simon … promise and potential downsides of geoengineering solutions to climate change. Link … (Video): Simon Nicholson on Geoengineering "SIS Assistant Professor Simon … promise and potential downsides of geoengineering solutions to climate change." Link

Friends of the Earth: Geopiracy: Patent law, climate change, and geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


: Patent law, climate change, and geoengineering There has been controversy about the … rise in patenting of geoengineering – particularly by firms such as …: Patent law, climate change, and geoengineering "There has been controversy about … the rise in patenting of geoengineering – particularly by firms such as

UNESCO: Hutchison medal awarded for Ocean fertilization for geoengineering publication [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/unesco-hutchison-medal-awarded-for-ocean-fertilization-for-geoengineering-publication.html

awarded for Ocean fertilization for geoengineering publication The Hutchison medal was … their paper 'Ocean fertilization for geoengineering: a review of … Get the latest News … awarded for Ocean fertilization for geoengineering publication "The Hutchison medal was … their paper 'Ocean fertilization for geoengineering: a review of effectiveness,
WGC Blog: Climate Geoengineering Governance: Expanding the Conversation – Guest Post – Mihir Shah [6.25% relevance]


WGC Blog: Climate Geoengineering Governance: Expanding the ... Shah Perspective from India. With geoengineering being increasingly mooted as a ... 20. June 2014 WGC Blog: Climate Geoengineering Governance: Expanding the ... Shah Perspective from India. "With geoengineering being increasingly mooted as a

The Engineerre Q&A: Geoengineering [forum question and answer] [6.25% relevance]


The Engineerre Q&A: Geoengineering [forum question and answer] Q&A on ... to answer your questions about geoengineering. Link Get the latest News via RSS- ... 18. June 2014 The Engineerre Q&A: Geoengineering [forum question and answer] Q&A on ... to answer your questions about geoengineering."

Link Linked to: environmentalism 0

decarboni.se: What is (..and what isn’t..) Geoengineering?? [6.25% relevance]


decarboni.se: What is (..and what isn’t..) Geoengineering?? BECCS has been lampooned in many ... forums as ‘geoengineering’ with all the disastrous side ... se: What is (..and what isn’t..) Geoengineering?? "BECCS has been lampooned in many ... forums as ‘geoengineering’ with all the disastrous side

The Carbon Brief Blog: It’s a bit like a tree: How comparing geoengineering to the natural world bolsters support [6.25% relevance]


’s a bit like a tree: How comparing geoengineering to the natural world bolsters ... Adam; Pidgeon, Nick (2014). Because geoengineering is a relatively new idea. ... ’s a bit like a tree: How comparing geoengineering to the natural world bolsters ... Adam; Pidgeon, Nick (2014). "Because geoengineering is a
relatively new idea,

**Fortune favours the bold Blog: G3E4O Geoengineering and the Engineers of Gaia** [6.25% relevance]


Fortune favours the bold Blog: G3E4O Geoengineering and the Engineers of Gaia Because of … a new discipline is being proposed: Geoengineering … Get the latest News via RSS-feed … Fortune favours the bold Blog: G3E4O Geoengineering and the Engineers of Gaia "Because … a new discipline is being proposed: Geoengineering (G3E4O(IN)2R)." Link Linked to:

**Media Co-op: Five facts CBC listeners didn’t hear from Canada’s geoengineering cheerleader** [6.25% relevance]


listeners didn't hear from Canada's geoengineering cheerleader Keith didn't take the … are skeptical about Keith's case for geoengineering, here are five things that Keith … listeners didn't hear from Canada’s geoengineering cheerleader "Keith didn't take the … are skeptical about Keith's case for geoengineering, here are five things that Keith

**CBC news: Give geoengineering a chance to fix climate change: David Keith** [6.25% relevance]


CBC news: Give geoengineering a chance to fix climate change: … to see sparks fly, try suggesting geoengineering as a solution to global warming Link … Kiel, 31. March 2014 CBC news: Give geoengineering a chance to fix climate change: … to see sparks fly, try suggesting geoengineering as a solution to global warming"

**CBC radio: Geoengineering for climate change** [6.25% relevance]
CBC radio: Geoengineering for climate change Canadian ..., makes the case for researching geoengineering - shooting sulphur particles into ... feed Kiel, 28. March 2014

The Cultural Cognition Project: Geoengineering the science communication environment: the cultural plasticity of climate change risks part II [6.25% relevance]

South China Morning Post: Scientists look at ways to cool the planet through geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

Scientific American: Geoengineering May Be Our Best Chance to Save Sea Ice [6.25% relevance]
Washington Geoengineering Consortium (WGC): Climate Geoengineering Timeline [6.25% relevance]


Reuters: Focus on Poverty: geoengineering isn’t worth the risk [6.25% relevance]


Reuters: Focus on Poverty: geoengineering isn’t worth the risk But the … the statutory regulation of geoengineering research, policymakers should … Get … 2014 Reuters: Focus on Poverty: geoengineering isn't worth the risk " But the … the statutory regulation of geoengineering research, policymakers should think

RTCC: UN climate experts warn geoengineering may be essential [6.25% relevance]


RTCC: UN climate experts warn geoengineering may be essential Geoengineering may … 2014 RTCC: UN climate experts warn geoengineering may be essential "Geoengineering may

WGC Blog: Bill McKibben on Geoengineering – “I'm annoyed” [6.25% relevance]


WGC Blog: Bill McKibben on Geoengineering – “I'm annoyed” Author and activist … on climate change, speaks about geoengineering in new a video message. Link Get the … 2013 WGC Blog: Bill McKibben on Geoengineering – “I'm annoyed” "Author and activist … on climate change, speaks about geoengineering in new a video message." Link Linked
Scientific American: Salt Spray May Prove Most Feasible Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Salt Spray May Prove Most Feasible Geoengineering Media response to Alterskjaer, Kari … ; et al. (2013). The geoengineering technique might have some unintended ...

SciDevNet: Study finds geoengineering research 'free for all' [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/scidevnet-study-finds-geoengineering-research-free-for-all.html

SciDevNet: Study finds geoengineering research 'free for all' Media … paper Reynolds (2014). Research into geoengineering is not only permitted but also … December 2013 SciDevNet: Study finds geoengineering research 'free for all' Media … Reynolds (2014). "Research into geoengineering is not only permitted but also ...

Scientific American: Starting then Stopping Geoengineering Could Dangerously Accelerate Climate Change [6.25% relevance]


American: Starting then Stopping Geoengineering Could Dangerously Accelerate Climate … al. (2013). Starting then Stopping Geoengineering Could Dangerously Accelerate Climate … al. (2013). "Starting then Stopping Geoengineering Could Dangerously Accelerate Climate

environmental research web: Geoengineering the climate could reduce vital rains [6.25% relevance]

environmental research web: Geoengineering the climate could reduce vital rains … to resolve the problem through “geoengineering” could result in monsoonal rains in … 2013 environmental research web: Geoengineering the climate could reduce vital rains … to resolve the problem through “geoengineering” could result in monsoonal rains in

**CEC 2014 Blog: International engagement and African perspectives on geoengineering** [6.25% relevance]


and African perspectives on geoengineering Workshop report. October saw the … a report on a series of workshops on geoengineering governance, held around Africa in … and African perspectives on geoengineering Workshop report. "October saw the … a report on a series of workshops on geoengineering governance, held around Africa in

**Yale Climate Change & The Media: Strange Bedfellows? Climate Change Denial and Support for Geoengineering** [6.25% relevance]


Change Denial and Support for Geoengineering Potential benefits of geoengineering … Change Denial and Support for Geoengineering "Potential benefits of

**the Maritime Executive: Marine Geoengineering to be Regulated Under Amendments to International Treaty** [6.25% relevance]


the Maritime Executive: Marine Geoengineering to be Regulated Under Amendments to … International Treaty Marine geoengineering, including ocean fertilization, will … 2013 the Maritime Executive: Marine Geoengineering to be Regulated Under Amendments to … International Treaty "Marine geoengineering, including ocean fertilization, will
The GiveWell Blog: Geoengineering research


The GiveWell Blog: Geoengineering research This writeup outlines the ... basic case for why geoengineering research might be a promising cause ... 17. October 2013 The GiveWell Blog: Geoengineering research "This writeup outlines the ... basic case for why geoengineering research might be a promising cause

NewScientist: Terraforming Earth: Geoengineering megaplan starts now


NewScientist: Terraforming Earth: Geoengineering megaplan starts now For the first ... out this future industry – known as geoengineering – and identify where it would ... NewScientist: Terraforming Earth: Geoengineering megaplan starts now "For the first ... out this future industry – known as geoengineering – and identify where it would

Counter Currents.org: What Is Geoengineering And How Does It Work?


Counter Currents.org: What Is Geoengineering And How Does It Work? Interview with ... of a group of scientists researching geoengineering and hoping to prevent the future ... 2013 Counter Currents.org: What Is Geoengineering And How Does It Work? Interview with ... of a group of scientists researching geoengineering and hoping to prevent the future

the guardian: Why geoengineering suits Russia's carbon agenda


the guardian: Why geoengineering suits Russia's carbon agenda Russia' ... s call to include geoengineering in the UN's climate report makes ... 25. September 2013 the guardian: Why geoengineering suits Russia's carbon agenda "Russia ... ’s call to include geoengineering in the UN’s climate report makes
NewScientist: World won't cool without geoengineering, warns report


Global warming is ... irreversible without massive geoengineering of the atmosphere's chemistry. This

Geoengineering Politics Blog: Russia Pushing IPCC WGI to Recognize Geoengineering as Policy Option?


Geoengineering Politics Blog: Russia Pushing IPCC ... WGI to Recognize Geoengineering as Policy Option? Comment on ... RSS-feed Kiel, 24. September 2013 Geoengineering Politics Blog: Russia Pushing IPCC ... WGI to Recognize Geoengineering as Policy Option? Comment on

ABC Radio: Show Us Your PhD – The International Governance of Solar Radiation Management Methods of Geoengineering


Radiation Management Methods of Geoengineering On today's Show us your PhD Paul ... Management (SRM) Methods of Geoengineering. Link Get the latest News via RSS- ... Radiation Management Methods of Geoengineering "On today's "Show us your PhD" Paul ... Management (SRM) Methods of Geoengineering." Link Linked to: risks 0 Comments

Huffington Post: Geoengineering: Silver Bullet or Cover Up for Climate Change?

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/huffington-post-geoengineering-silver-bullet-or-cover-up-for-climate-change.html
Huffington Post: Geoengineering: Silver Bullet or Cover Up for ... Suzuki concluding: Because some geoengineering is likely unavoidable, that's a good ... 28. August 2013 Huffington Post: Geoengineering: Silver Bullet or Cover Up for ... Suzuki concluding: "Because some geoengineering is likely unavoidable, that's a good 

MIT news: Future of solar geoengineering far from settled [6.25% relevance]

MIT news: Future of solar geoengineering far from settled MIT event brings ... together geoengineering experts to debate the use of solar ... 2013 MIT news: Future of solar geoengineering far from settled "MIT event brings ... together geoengineering experts to debate the use of solar

Carbon Brief: We need a global geoengineering watchdog, researchers say [6.25% relevance]

Carbon Brief: We need a global geoengineering watchdog, researchers say A new ... be needed to help nations manage geoengineering efforts, new research predicts, ... 2013 Carbon Brief: We need a global geoengineering watchdog, researchers say "A new ... be needed to help nations manage geoengineering efforts, new research predicts.

chinadialogue: China’s domestic agenda and the global politics of geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

agenda and the global politics of geoengineering Given the fractious nature of ... global governance framework for geoengineering could be derailed if China is not ... agenda and the global politics of geoengineering "Given the fractious nature of ... global governance framework for geoengineering could be derailed if China is not not

Geolog Blog: Geoengineering and (un)making the world we want to live in [6.25% 


relevance


Geolog Blog: Geoengineering and (un)making the world we want to … into media representations of geoengineering and how these shape the hopes and … Kiel, 08. August 2013 Geolog Blog: Geoengineering and (un)making the world we want to … into media representations of geoengineering and how these shape the hopes and

the guardian: Messing with nature? Geoengineering and green thought [6.25% relevance]


the guardian: Messing with nature? Geoengineering and green thought Media response to … ). Studies of public perceptions of geoengineering have implications for the 'greens vs … the guardian: Messing with nature? Geoengineering and green thought Media response to … ). "Studies of public perceptions of geoengineering have implications for the 'greens vs

The Breakthrough: Time to Embrace Geoengineering. Beyond Planetary Boundaries [6.25% relevance]


The Breakthrough: Time to Embrace Geoengineering. Beyond Planetary Boundaries Climate … change and geoengineering are two faces of the same coin, and … The Breakthrough: Time to Embrace Geoengineering. Beyond Planetary Boundaries " … Climate change and geoengineering are two faces of the same coin, and

Geoengineering Politics Blog: Senior Canadian Government Meeting Looked at Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Geoengineering Politics Blog: Senior Canadian … Government Meeting Looked at Geoengineering Comment on the latest article in … via RSS-feed Kiel, 26. June 2013 Geoengineering Politics Blog: Senior Canadian … Government Meeting Looked at Geoengineering Comment on the latest article in
Contraposition Blog: Geoengineering vs. Terraforming [6.25% relevance]


The Sydney Morning Herald: Australia seeks to limit ocean 'geoengineering' [6.25% relevance]


SciDev: Concerns grow over effects of solar geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

Concerns grow over effects of solar geoengineering. Media response to Bony et al. (2013 …). The latest studies on solar geoengineering to tackle climate change are … Concerns grow over effects of solar geoengineering. Media response to Bony et al. (2013 …). "The latest studies on solar geoengineering to tackle climate change are

chinadialogue: Is it better to let the Greenland ice sheet collapse or use geoengineering? [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/chinadialogue-is-it-better-to-let-the-greenland-ice-sheet-collapse-or-use-geoengineering.html

Greenland ice sheet collapse or use geoengineering? Expert discussion. Two leading … Clive Hamilton – debate the issue of geoengineering and whether it should be allowed to … Greenland ice sheet collapse or use geoengineering? Expert discussion. "Two leading … Clive Hamilton – debate the issue of geoengineering and whether it should be allowed to

essa: Geoengineering a new climate: a story of moral hazard [6.25% relevance]


essa: Geoengineering a new climate: a story of moral … and moral hazard of CE. Funding geoengineering is a morally hazardous insurance … RSS-feed Kiel, 01. May 2013 essa: Geoengineering a new climate: a story of moral … and moral hazard of CE. "Funding geoengineering is a morally hazardous insurance

cognoscenti: Climate Change Series: The Geoengineering Debate [6.25% relevance]


: Climate Change Series: The Geoengineering Debate Jason Blackstock, John … presented by, the prospect of geoengineering the climate. Link Get the latest … : Climate Change Series: The Geoengineering Debate "Jason Blackstock, John … presented by, the prospect of geoengineering the climate." Link Linked to:

Azimuth Blog: Geoengineering Report [6.25% relevance]
Azimuth Blog: Geoengineering Report Scientist's/engineer's blog … we should start serious research on geoengineering schemes, including actual … Kiel, 13. March 2013 Azimuth Blog: Geoengineering Report Scientist's/engineer's blog … we should start serious research on geoengineering schemes, including actual

RTCC: Geoengineering could create more questions than answers [6.25% relevance]
https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/rtcc-geoengineering-could-create-more-questions-than-answers.html
RTCC: Geoengineering could create more questions than … The world may need to turn to geoengineering in order to tackle climate change … RSS-feed Kiel, 13. March 2013 RTCC: Geoengineering could create more questions than … "The world may need to turn to geoengineering in order to tackle climate change

Idiot Tracker Blog: Geoengineering as Critical Care [6.25% relevance]
Idiot Tracker Blog: Geoengineering as Critical Care Blog article … comparing CE with medicine. Geoengineering is similar to critical care. It is … December 2012 Idiot Tracker Blog: Geoengineering as Critical Care Blog article … comparing CE with medicine. "Geoengineering is similar to critical care. It is


climatechange-tv: COP18: Geoengineering could reduce need of air-conditioning in Doha [6.25% relevance]
Geoengineering Politics Blog: WWF Supports Geoengineering Research [6.25% relevance]


ClimateCentral: Geoengineering Faces Dilemma: Experiment or Not? [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/climatecentral-geoengineering-faces-dilemma-experiment-or-not.html

ClimateCentral: Geoengineering Faces Dilemma: Experiment or Not? … . It's impossible to understand how geoengineering will play out without some sort of … , 12. September 2012 ClimateCentral: Geoengineering Faces Dilemma: Experiment or Not? … . "It’s impossible to understand how geoengineering will play out without some sort of

BBC News: Geoengineering: Risks and benefits [6.25% relevance]


ground report: Global Warming: Geoengineering is not politics [6.25% relevance]


ground report: Global Warming: Geoengineering is not politics The author argues … that Geoengineering is now like politics, but it should … 2012 ground report: Global Warming: Geoengineering is not politics The author argues … that "Geoengineering is now like politics", but it should
the guardian: Geoengineering projects around the world - map [6.25% relevance]


d an ETC … Group has produced a world map of geoengineering that represents the first attempt to

ground report: Climate change will make the world endear geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


change will make the world endear geoengineering Geoengineering has its bad sides and … change will make the world endear geoengineering "Geoengineering has its bad sides

Sierra Media Express: Africa: Thinking Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Media Express: Africa: Thinking Geoengineering About Climate Vulnerable Forum at … is expected to gradually engage in geoengineering soon, in what will involve the … Media Express: Africa: Thinking Geoengineering About Climate Vulnerable Forum at … is expected to gradually engage in geoengineering soon, in what will involve the

Scientific American: Geoengineering Could Turn Skies White [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/scientific-american-geoengineering-could-turn-skies-white.html

Scientific American: Geoengineering Could Turn Skies White Efforts to … of many reasons some distrust such geoengineering schemes. Article refering to this …, 05. June 2012 Scientific American: Geoengineering Could Turn Skies White "Efforts to … of many reasons some distrust such geoengineering schemes". Article refering to this
environmental research web: Geoengineering: no need for dedicated research [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/environmental-research-web-geoengineering-no-need-for-dedicated-research.html

environmental research web: Geoengineering: no need for dedicated research Ken ... a talk entitled We don't need a 'geoengineering' research program at the ... Get the ... 2012 environmental research web: Geoengineering: no need for dedicated research "Ken ... a talk entitled "We don't need a 'geoengineering' research program" at the American

Public Service Europe: Geoengineering: quick climate fix or dangerous meddling? [6.25% relevance]


Public Service Europe: Geoengineering: quick climate fix or dangerous ... on CE in gerneral. Large-scale geoengineering could play a key part in tackling ... March 2012 Public Service Europe: Geoengineering: quick climate fix or dangerous ... on CE in gerneral. "Large-scale geoengineering could play a key part in tackling

Video on the paper MacMynowski, D. G.; et al (2011), Can we test geoengineering? [6.25% relevance]


clim ate central: Geoengineering: You Want Crazy, We’ve Got Crazy! [6.25% relevance]

climate central: Geoengineering: You Want Crazy, We’ve Got Crazy! A … people who drool over technology, geoengineering is like a juicy steak (or, for … 01. March 2012 climate central: Geoengineering: You Want Crazy, We’ve Got Crazy! A … people who drool over technology, geoengineering is like a juicy steak (or, for

Inhabitat: 5 Crazy Ways To Stop Climate Change With Geoengineering Read more: 5 Crazy Ways To Stop Climate Change With Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Ways To Stop Climate Change With Geoengineering Read more: 5 Crazy Ways To Stop … Climate Change With Geoengineering The article lists a giant dam, … Ways To Stop Climate Change With Geoengineering Read more: 5 Crazy Ways To Stop … Climate Change With Geoengineering The article lists a giant dam.


UCD News Center: Report: Geoengineering Plans Must Account for Ecosystem Impacts [6.25% relevance]


UCD News Center: Report: Geoengineering Plans Must Account for Ecosystem … Impacts As geoengineering planning becomes widespread, … 2011 UCD News Center: Report: Geoengineering Plans Must Account for Ecosystem … Impacts "As geoengineering planning becomes widespread,
the guardian: Geoengineering techniques need more study, says science coalition [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/the-guardian-geoengineering-techniques-need-more-study-says-science-coalition.html

the guardian: Geoengineering techniques need more study, says ... Governance Initiative says geoengineering could be 'plan B' for climate change ... 01. December 2011 the guardian: Geoengineering techniques need more study, says ... Governance Initiative says geoengineering could be 'plan B' for climate change

Hamilton, Clive (Conference paper): Ethical Anxieties About Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


H.O.M.E.: David Keith opinion survey suggests broad support of geoengineering. Not so! [6.25% relevance]


survey suggests broad support of geoengineering. Not so! A leading Geoengineer has ... as showing broad public support of geoengineering research. Suspicious? Link Get the ... survey suggests broad support of geoengineering. Not so! "A leading Geoengineer has ... as showing broad public support of geoengineering research. Suspicious?" Link Linked

Global Change: Climate geoengineering. Could we? Should we? [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/global-change-climate-geoengineering-could-we-should-we.html

Global Change: Climate geoengineering. Could we? Should we? Radical ... as a possible policy option. But is geoengineering a potential safety net, a ... Get the ... January 2011 Global Change: Climate geoengineering. Could we? Should we? "Radical ... as a possible policy option. But is geoengineering a
potential safety net, a

Forum for Climate Engineering Assessment: Geoengineering on the Agenda at the United Nations Environment Assembly [6.25% relevance]


for Climate Engineering Assessment: Geoengineering on the Agenda at the United Nations … has developed a resolution on “geoengineering and its governance.” The resolution … for Climate Engineering Assessment: Geoengineering on the Agenda at the United Nations … has developed a resolution on “geoengineering and its governance.” The resolution

SDG.IISD: Geoengineering at UNEA-4: Why the SDGs Require a Governance Debate Based on Precaution, Rights and Fairness [6.25% relevance]


SDG.IISD: Geoengineering at UNEA-4: Why the SDGs Require a … on Precaution, Rights and Fairness Geoengineering – large-scale intentional … -feed Kiel, 06. March 2019 SDG.IISD: Geoengineering at UNEA-4: Why the SDGs Require a … on Precaution, Rights and Fairness "Geoengineering – large-scale intentional

Deutscher Bundestag (German Parliament): Rules for Marine Geoengineering (German) [6.25% relevance]


German Parliament): Rules for Marine Geoengineering (German) German press release on … marine geoengineering LINK Get the latest News via RSS- … German Parliament): Rules for Marine Geoengineering (German) German press release on … marine geoengineering LINK Linked to: marine geo-

Heinrich Böll Stiftung (2018): Frequently Asked Questions on 1.5°C and Geoengineering
Asked Questions on 1.5°C and Geoengineering Answers to the most frequently asked … the 1.5°C target and the topic of geoengineering. LINK Get the latest News via RSS- … Asked Questions on 1.5°C and Geoengineering "Answers to the most frequently … the 1.5°C target and the topic of geoengineering."
LINK Linked to: climate change:

Federal Ministry of Education and Research Germany (2018): Statement on Geoengineering and Climate Crisis [6.25% relevance]

Germany (2018): Statement on Geoengineering and Climate Crisis Kleine Anfrage … der Fraktion BÜNDNIS 90/DIE GRÜNEN. Geoengineering und Klimakrise, BT-Drs. 19/2586 LINK … Germany (2018): Statement on Geoengineering and Climate Crisis Kleine Anfrage … der Fraktion BÜNDNIS 90/DIE GRÜNEN. "Geoengineering und Klimakrise", BT-Drs. 19/2586

Various scientists: A Letter Regarding U.S. House Hearing on Geoengineering Research [6.25% relevance]

Regarding U.S. House Hearing on Geoengineering Research The Forum for Climate … Regarding U.S. House Hearing on Geoengineering Research "The Forum for Climate … and Subcommittee on Energy Hearing – Geoengineering: Innovation, Research, and … voices and thinkers from the geoengineering research, climate policy and the

ETC Group (2016): Geoengineering at COP 13 of the CBD. Briefing for delegates [6.25% relevance]


Haraguchi, Masahiko; et al. (2015): Human Intervention in the Earth’s Climate. The Governance of Geoengineering in 2025+


Earth’s Climate. The Governance of Geoengineering in 2025+ Haraguchi, Masahiko; Liu, … Earth’s Climate. The Governance of Geoengineering in 2025+ Haraguchi, Masahiko; Liu, … Earth’s Climate. The Governance of Geoengineering in 2025+. Edited by Robert Bosch … that focused on Internet governance, geoengineering governance and global arms control.

Committee on Geoengineering Climate (2015): Climate Intervention. Reflecting Sunlight to Cool Earth


Committee on Geoengineering Climate (2015): Climate Intervention, Dioxide Removal and Reliable Sequestration [6.25% relevance]


ETC Group: Geoengineering and Climate Change. Implications for Latin America, Africa, Asia [6.25% relevance]


German Environmental Agency: Options and Proposals for the International Governance of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


UK Government: Letters of response to request for information on geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Forcechange.com: Support Geoengineering Efforts to Mitigate Climate Change [6.25% relevance]


Emmerling, Johannes; Tavoni, Massimo (2013): Geoengineering and abatement: a 'flat' relationship under uncertainty [6.25% relevance]

Planungsamt der Bundeswehr (2012): Geoengineering. Future Topic (German) [6.25% relevance]


ETC Group: The Artificial Intelligence of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity (2012): Geoengineering in Relation to the Convention on Biological Diversity [6.25% relevance]


Deutscher Bundestag (German parliament): Written inquiry "Geoengineering/Climate-Engineering" [6.25% relevance]


Reekie, Tristan; Howard, Will (2012): Geoengineering

Oxford Principles (web version)

Olson, Robert L. (2011): Geoengineering for Decision Makers


The Geoengineering Moratorium under the UN Convention on Biological Diversity [6.25% relevance]


The Geoengineering Moratorium under the UN Convention on Biological Diversity RSS-feed Kiel, 11. November 2010 The Geoengineering Moratorium under the UN Convention on Biological Diversity amounts to a de facto moratorium on geoengineering and, almost as importantly, affirmed ... those opposed to and supportive of geoengineering ... have circulated erroneous

Project: Geoengineering Map (by GeoengineeringMonitor) [6.25% relevance]


Project: Geoengineering Map (by GeoengineeringMonitor) A map of CE and weather ... 2017 Project: Geoengineering Map (by GeoengineeringMonitor) A map of CE and weather ... Project: Geoengineering Map (by GeoengineeringMonitor) A map ... Kiel, 06. November 2017 Project: Geoengineering Map (by GeoengineeringMonitor) A map

Frontiers Research Topic: ELSI Aspects of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]
Research Topic: ELSI Aspects of Geoengineering

The goal of this Research Topic is current and near-future efforts in geoengineering in light of Shelly’s admonitions not... Research Topic: ELSI Aspects of Geoengineering "The goal of this Research Topic is... current and near-future efforts in geoengineering in light of Shelly's admonitions not

Project (Video): Harvard's Solar Geoengineering Research Program

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/project-video-harvards-solar-geoengineering-research-program.html


Project: Harvard grants for solar geoengineering


Project: Harvard grants for solar geoengineering The Keith Group is grateful to have... Project: Harvard grants for solar geoengineering "The Keith Group is grateful to have... of important topics related to solar geoengineering. Grants with a total value of 450 $k... questions surrounding solar geoengineering:” Link 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL

Project at Climate CoLab: Geoengineering Workspace


Project at Climate CoLab: Geoengineering Workspace How can we effectively...? [...] When we launch the next geoengineering contest, ... Get the latest News via ... 2016 Project at Climate CoLab: Geoengineering Workspace "How can we effectively...? [...] When we launch the next geoengineering contest, you can move your proposal

European Commission: Geoengineering: The Social and Ethical Issues

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/european-commission-geoengineering-the-social-and-ethical-
European Commission: Geoengineering: The Social and Ethical Issues In ..., 29. July 2015 European Commission: Geoengineering: The Social and Ethical Issues "In ... social and ethical issues raised by geoengineering technologies. It is expected that ... governance mechanisms to steer both geoengineering research and deployment." Link 0

Kickstarter: The Need For Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/kickstarter-the-need-for-geoengineering.html

film called 'The Need for Geoengineering'. Link Get the latest News via RSS- ... film called 'The Need for Geoengineering'." Link 0 Comments Add a comment KIEL ... Kickstarter: The Need For Geoengineering I need your help to turn my book – ... film called 'The Need for Geoengineering'." Link 0 Comments Add a comment

Climate CoLab: Geoengineering 2014 [6.25% relevance]


Climate CoLab: Geoengineering 2014 Question: How can research into ... geoengineering be governed to limit its ... Kiel, 03. April 2014 Climate CoLab: Geoengineering 2014 "Question: How can research ... into geoengineering be governed to limit its

Convention on Biological Diversity: Climate-related Geoengineering and Biodiversity [6.25% relevance]


Diversity: Climate-related Geoengineering and Biodiversity A decision by the ... Technical and regulatory matters on geoengineering in relation to the CBD. Link Get the ... Diversity: Climate-related Geoengineering and Biodiversity A decision by the ... Technical and regulatory matters on geoengineering in relation to the CBD." Link See
Start of Geoengineering Working Paper Series: Geoengineering our Climate? [6.25% relevance]


Project ongoing: Reviewing the potential impacts of geoengineering on ecosystems and biodiversity [6.25% relevance]


Project ongoing: Reviewing the potential impacts of geoengineering on ecosystems and biodiversity … : Reviewing the potential impacts of geoengineering on ecosystems and biodiversity … or respond to developments in geoengineering. It will also help people to access … latest information on twenty of the geoengineering techniques currently being discussed

Geoengineering Governance Research Project [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/geoengineering-governance-research-project.html

Geoengineering Governance Research Project New … project homepage. The Climate Geoengineering Governance project is a research … RSS-feed Kiel, 19. September 2012 Geoengineering Governance Research Project New … project homepage. "The Climate Geoengineering Governance project is a research

European Commission: Scientists sound caution on geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


European Commission: Scientists sound caution on geoengineering A European effort involving … precise impact that some suggested geoengineering projects would have, and the results … ; Scientists sound caution on geoengineering "A European effort involving … precise impact that some suggested geoengineering projects would have, and the results
Talk/Lecture: Clive Hamilton - Geoengineering Science, Politics and Ethics [6.25% relevance]


Talk/Lecture: Clive Hamilton - Geoengineering Science, Politics and Ethics 01.05.- … 2012 Talk/Lecture: Clive Hamilton - Geoengineering Science, Politics and Ethics 01.05.- … Hamilton with six lectures. 1. Why geoengineering?, 2. Geoengineering technologies, 3


Lockley, A.; et al. (2019): Geoengineering and the blockchain: Coordinating Carbon Dioxide Removal and Solar Radiation Management to tackle future emissions [6.25% relevance]


Helwegen, K.; et al. (2019): Complementing CO2 emission reduction by Geoengineering might strongly enhance future welfare [6.25% relevance]

CO2 emission reduction by Geoengineering might strongly enhance future... CO2 emission reduction by Geoengineering might strongly enhance future... CO2 emission reduction by Geoengineering might strongly enhance future... CO2 emission reduction by Geoengineering might strongly enhance future... CO2 emission reduction by Geoengineering might strongly enhance future...


sulfate geoengineering in a sectional aerosol-chemistry-climate model [6.25% relevance]


versus SO2 stratospheric sulfate geoengineering in a sectional aerosol-chemistry-... versus SO2 stratospheric sulfate geoengineering in a... Get the latest News via RSS--... versus SO2 stratospheric sulfate geoengineering in a sectional aerosol-chemistry-... versus SO2 stratospheric sulfate geoengineering in a sectional aerosol-chemistry-

Brent, K.; et al. (2018): Carbon Dioxide Removal Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Ahlvik, L.; et al. (2018): Optimal geoengineering experiments [6.25% relevance]


Dékány, Anett (2018): *Climate Justice and Geoengineering* [6.25% relevance]


Plazzotta, Maxime; et al. (2018): *Land surface cooling induced by sulfate geoengineering constrained by major volcanic eruptions* [6.25% relevance]


Rahman, A. Atiq; et al. (2018): *Developing countries must lead on solar geoengineering research* [6.25% relevance]

countries must lead on solar geoengineering research. In Nature 556 (7699), pp.

Carlin, Norman; James, Robert A. (2018): Geoengineering Research Under U.S. Law

[6.25% relevance]


Oreska, Matthew P. J.; et al. (2018): Comment on Geoengineering with seagrasses. Is credit due where credit is given?

[6.25% relevance]


Kleinschmitt, Christoph; et al. (2018): Sensitivity of the radiative forcing by stratospheric sulfur geoengineering to the amount and strategy of the SO2injection studied with the LMDZ-S3A model

[6.25% relevance]


Macreadie, Peter I.; et al. (2018): Comment on ‘Geoengineering with seagrasses. Is credit due where credit is given?’ [6.25% relevance]


Jones, Anthony C.; et al. (2018): Regional climate impacts of stabilizing global warming at 1.5 K using solar geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


global warming at 1.5 K using solar geoengineering Jones, Anthony C.; Hawcroft, Matthew … global warming at 1.5 K using solar geoengineering Jones, Anthony C.; Hawcroft, Matthew … global warming at 1.5 K using solar geoengineering. In Earth's Future. DOI: 10.1002/ … the climatic impacts of using solar geoengineering by stratospheric aerosol injection

Dai, Z.; et al. (2018): Tailoring meridional and seasonal radiative forcing by sulfate aerosol solar geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

forcing-by-sulfate-aerosol-solar-geoengineering.html


Jones, Anthony C.; et al. (2017): Impacts of hemispheric solar geoengineering on tropical cyclone frequency [6.25% relevance]


Kravitz, Ben; et al. (2017): First simulations of designing stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering to meet multiple simultaneous climate objective [6.25% relevance]


stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering to meet multiple simultaneous … stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering to meet multiple simultaneous … stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering to meet multiple simultaneous … of stratospheric sulfate aerosol geoengineering using multiple injection locations

MacMartin, Douglas G.; et al. (2017): The climate response to stratospheric aerosol geoengineering can be tailored using multiple injection locations [6.25% relevance]


response to stratospheric aerosol geoengineering can be tailored using multiple … response to stratospheric aerosol geoengineering can be tailored using multiple … response to stratospheric aerosol geoengineering can be tailored using multiple … to influence the climate response to geoengineering with stratospheric aerosols.
Xia, Lili; et al. (2017): Impacts of stratospheric sulfate geoengineering on tropospheric ozone [6.25% relevance]


Kleinschmitt, Christoph; et al. (2017): Sensitivity of the radiative forcing by stratospheric sulfur geoengineering to the amount and strategy of the SO2 injection studied with the LMDZ-S3A model [6.25% relevance]


Fahrenkamp-Uppenbrink, Julia (2017): Geoengineering for temperature control [6.25% relevance]


Bellamy, Rob; et al. (2017): Public perceptions of geoengineering research governance. An experimental deliberative approach [6.25% relevance]

et al. (2017): Public perceptions of geoengineering research governance. An experimental ... approach Public perceptions of geoengineering experiments were explored in three ... et al. (2017): Public perceptions of geoengineering research governance. An experimental ... approach "Public perceptions of geoengineering experiments were explored in three

Wood, Robert; et al. (2017): Could geoengineering research help answer one of the biggest questions in climate science? [6.25% relevance]


Wood, Robert; et al. (2017): Could geoengineering research help answer one of the ... Philip; Wanser, Kelly (2017): Could geoengineering research help answer one of the ... Wood, Robert; et al. (2017): Could geoengineering research help answer one of the ... Philip; Wanser, Kelly (2017): Could geoengineering research help answer one of the

Sugiyama, Masahiro; et al. (2017): The Asia-Pacific’s role in the emerging solar geoengineering debate [6.25% relevance]


Pacific's role in the emerging solar geoengineering debate Sugiyama, Masahiro; Asayama, .... Pacific's role in the emerging solar geoengineering ... Get the latest News via RSS-feed ... Pacific's role in the emerging solar geoengineering debate Sugiyama, Masahiro; Asayama, .... Pacific's role in the emerging solar geoengineering debate. In: Climatic Change 23, S.

Xia, Lili; et al. (2017): Impacts of Stratospheric Sulfate Geoengineering on Tropospheric Ozone [6.25% relevance]


Ellery, Alex (2016): Low-Cost Space-Based Geoengineering. An Assessment Based on Self-Replicating Manufacturing of in-Situ Resources on the Moon [6.25% relevance]


Keith, David W. (2017): Toward a Responsible Solar Geoengineering Research Program [6.25% relevance]


Heyward, Clare; et al. (2017): Early Geoengineering Governance. The Oxford Principles [6.25% relevance]


Visioni, Daniele; et al. (2017): Sulfate geoengineering. A review of the factors controlling the needed injection of sulfur dioxide [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/visioni-daniele-et-al-2017-sulfate-geoengineering-a-review-of-
the-factors-controlling-the-needed-injection-of-sulfur-dioxide.html


Smith, C. J.; et al. (2017): Impacts of stratospheric sulfate geoengineering on global solar photovoltaic and concentrating solar power resource. (in press) [6.25% relevance]


Greene, Charles H.; et al. (2017): Geoengineering, Marine Microalgae, and Climate Stabilization in the 21st Century [6.25% relevance]


Altvater, Elmar (2016): The Capitalocene, or, Geoengineering against Capitalism’s Planetary Boundaries [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/altvater-elmar-2016-the-capitalocene-or-geoengineering-against-capitalisms-planetary-boundaries.html

Laakso, Anton; et al. (2017): Radiative and climate effects of stratospheric sulfur geoengineering using seasonally varying injection areas [6.25% relevance]


effects of stratospheric sulfur geoengineering using seasonally varying injection … effects of stratospheric sulfur geoengineering using seasonally varying injection … effects of stratospheric sulfur geoengineering using seasonally varying injection … effects of stratospheric sulfur geoengineering using seasonally varying injection

Kravitz, Ben; et al. (2017): Understanding How Climate Engineering Can Offset Climate Change. Sixth Meeting of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project; Oslo, Norway, 21–22 June 2016 [6.25% relevance]


Climate Change. Sixth Meeting of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project; Oslo … Climate Change. Sixth Meeting of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison … Get the … Climate Change. Sixth Meeting of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project; Oslo … Climate Change. Sixth Meeting of the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project; Oslo

Ryngaert, Cedric (2016): Climate Change Mitigation Techniques and International Law. Assessing the Externalities of Reforestation and Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Harding, A.; Moreno-Cruz, Juan B. (2016): Solar geoengineering economics. From incredible to inevitable and half-way back [6.25% relevance]
Moreno-Cruz, Juan B. (2016): Solar geoengineering economics. From incredible to inevitable and half-way back.

Keith, David W.; Irvine, Peter J. (2016): Solar geoengineering could substantially reduce climate risks—a research hypothesis for the next decade

Reynolds, Jesse L.; et al. (2016): Five solar geoengineering tropes that have outstayed their welcome

MacMartin, Douglas G.; et al. (2016): Geoengineering with stratospheric aerosols. What don't we know after a decade of research?
Fairbrother, Malcolm (2016): Geoengineering, moral hazard, and trust in climate science. Evidence from a survey experiment in Britain [6.25% relevance]


Nowack, Peer Johannes; et al. (2016): Stratospheric ozone changes under solar geoengineering. Implications for UV exposure and air quality. In Atmos. Chem. Phys. 16 (6), pp. 4191–4203. DOI 10.5194/acp-16- [6.25% relevance]


Dykema, J. A.; et al. (2016): Assessing risks of solar geoengineering starts with accurate aerosol radiative properties [6.25% relevance]
al. (2016): Assessing risks of solar geoengineering starts with accurate aerosol ... N. (2016): Assessing risks of solar geoengineering starts with accurate aerosol ...

Visconti, Guido (2016): Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

Jackson, L. S.; et al. (2016): An intensified hydrological cycle in the simulation of geoengineering by cirrus cloud thinning using ice crystal fall speed changes [6.25% relevance]

Kravitz, Ben; et al. (2016): Geoengineering as a design problem [6.25% relevance]


Lempert, Robert J. (2016): Experiment Earth, Responsible Innovation in Geoengineering by Jack Stilgoe, A Case for Climate Engineering by David Keith [6.25% relevance]

Earth, Responsible Innovation in Geoengineering by Jack Stilgoe, A Case for Climate … Earth, Responsible Innovation in Geoengineering by Jack Stilgoe A Case for Climate … Earth, Responsible Innovation in Geoengineering by Jack Stilgoe A Case for Climate


Hubbard, Matthew (2016): Barometer Rising: The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety as a Model For Holistic International Regulation of Ocean Fertilization Projects and Other Forms of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]
Projects and Other Forms of Geoengineering. In William & Mary Environmental Law comparison between biotechnology and geoengineering, and that the current regulatory


Preston, Christopher J. (Ed.) (2016): Climate Justice and Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

Sargoni, Janine (2016): The Best of Both Worlds: Maximising the Legitimacy of the EU's Regulation of Geoengineering Research [6.25% relevance]


Stilgoe, Jack; et al. (Eds.) (2016): The Ethics of Nanotechnology, Geoengineering, and Clean Energy. (coming soon) [6.25% relevance]


Lockley, Andrew (2016): Geoengineering: A war on climate change? [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/lockley-andrew-2016-geoengineering-a-war-on-climate-change.html


Hourdequin, Marion (2015): The ethics of geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Nowack, P. J.; et al. (2015): Ozone changes under solar geoengineering. Implications for UV exposure and air quality [6.25% relevance]


Penner, Joyce E.; et al. (2015): Can cirrus cloud seeding be used for geoengineering? [6.25% relevance]


Legitimacy. The Case of Marine Geoengineering Dotto, Lucas; Pelkey, Bryan (2015): ... Legitimacy. The Case of Marine Geoengineering (CIGI Graduate Fellows Policy Brief ... Legitimacy. The Case of Marine Geoengineering (CIGI Graduate Fellows Policy Brief

Kravitz, B.; et al. (2015): Geoengineering as a design problem [6.25% relevance]


Sánchez, Joan-Pau; McInnes, Colin R. (2015): Optimal Sunshade Configurations for Space-Based Geoengineering near the Sun-Earth L1 Point [6.25% relevance]


Configurations for Space-Based Geoengineering near the Sun-Earth L1 Point Sánchez ... Configurations for Space-Based Geoengineering near the Sun-Earth L1 Point. In PloS ... Configurations for Space-Based Geoengineering near the Sun-Earth L1 Point Sánchez ... Configurations for Space-Based Geoengineering near the Sun-Earth L1 Point. In PloS

Crook, J.; et al. (2015): A Comparison of Temperature and Precipitation Responses to Different Earth Radiation Management Geoengineering Schemes [6.25% relevance]


Different Earth Radiation Management Geoengineering Schemes Crook, J.; Jackson, L. S.; ... Different
Applegate, Patrick J.; Keller, Klaus (2015): How effective is albedo modification (solar radiation management geoengineering) in preventing sea-level rise from the Greenland Ice Sheet? [6.25% relevance]


Malm, Andreas (2015): Socialism of barbecue, war communism or geoengineering. Some thoughts on choices in a time of emergency [6.25% relevance]


Soldatenko, Sergei; Yusupov, Rafael (2015): On the Possible Use of Geophysical Cybernetics in Climate Manipulation (Geoengineering) and Weather Modification [6.25% relevance]


Bellamy, Rob; et al. (2015): Public Engagement in the Climate Geoengineering Governance project [6.25% relevance]


Rayner, Steve (2015): To know or not to know? A not on ignorance as a rhetorical resource in geoengineering debates [6.25% relevance]


and responsive scenario for solar geoengineering Keith, David W.; MacMartin, Douglas ... and responsive scenario for solar geoengineering, In Nature Climate change. DOI 10.... and responsive scenario for solar geoengineering Keith, David W.; MacMartin, Douglas ... and responsive scenario for solar geoengineering. In Nature Climate change. DOI 10.

Kahan, D. M.; et al. (2015): Geoengineering and Climate Change Polarization: Testing a Two-Channel Model of Science Communication [6.25% relevance]


Kahan, D. M.; et al. (2015): Geoengineering and Climate Change Polarization: Testing a Two-Channel Model of Science Communication

Bahn, Olivier; et al. (2015): Is there room for geoengineering in the optimal climate policy mix? [6.25% relevance]


https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/anand-s-mayya-y-s-2015-comment-on-reduced-efficacy-of-
Kleidon, Axel; et al. (2014): The hydrological sensitivity to global warming and solar geoengineering derived from thermodynamic constraints [6.25% relevance]


Cairns, Rose (2014): Climates of suspicion: ‘chemtrail’ conspiracy narratives and the international politics of geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

Parker, Andy (2014): Governing solar geoengineering research as it leaves the laboratory [6.25% relevance]


Keith, David W.; et al. (2014): Field experiments on solar geoengineering: report of a workshop exploring a representative research portfolio [6.25% relevance]


Bellamy, R., et al. (2014) Deliberative Mapping of options for tackling climate change: Citizens and specialists 'open up' appraisal of geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Anand, S.; Mayya, Y. S. (2014): Comment on "Reduced efficacy of marine cloud brightening geoengineering due to in-plume aerosol coagulation: parameterization and global implications" [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/anand-s-mayya-y-s-2014-comment-on-reduced-efficacy-of-
Stuart, G. S.; et al. (2013): Reduced efficacy of marine cloud brightening geoengineering due to in-plume aerosol coagulation: parameterization and global implications


Svoboda, Toby; Irvine, Peter (2014): Ethical and Technical Challenges in Compensating for Harm Due to Solar Radiation Management Geoengineering


Due to Solar Radiation Management Geoengineering Svoboda, Toby; Irvine, Peter (2014 ...
Blackstock, Jason; et al. (Eds.) (2015): Geoengineering our Climate? Science, ethics, politics and law [6.25% relevance]


MacKerron, Gordon (2014): Costs and economics of geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Xia, Lili; et al. (2014): Solar Radiation Management Impacts on Agriculture in China: A Case Study in the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) [6.25% relevance]

Curry, Charles L.; et al. (2014): A multimodel examination of climate extremes in an idealized geoengineering experiment [6.25% relevance]


Cairns, Rose (2014): Climates of suspicion: 'chemtrail' conspiracy narratives and the international politics of geoengineering [6.25% relevance]

Rayner, Steve (2014): To Know or Not to Know? A Note on Ignorance as a Rhetorical Resource in Geoengineering


Gardiner, Stephen (2014): Why ‘global public good’ is a treacherous term, especially for geoengineering


Special Issue: Carbon and Climate Law Review - Issue: 3/2013


Yusoff, Kathryn (2013): The geoengine: geoengineering and the geopolitics of planetary modification

Szerszynski, Bronislaw; et al. (2013): Why solar radiation management geoengineering and democracy won’t mix [6.25% relevance]


Kravitz, Ben; et al. (2013): An energetic perspective on hydrological cycle changes in the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) [6.25% relevance]


Wood, Robert; Ackerman, Thomas P. (2013): Defining success and limits of field experiments to test geoengineering by marine cloud brightening [6.25% relevance]


Szerszynski, B.; et al. (2013): Why solar radiation management geoengineering and democracy won’t mix (preliminary version) [6.25% relevance]


Carbon and Climate Law Review (CCLR): Special Issue on Climate Change Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Climatology: Geoengineering has its limits (2013) [6.25% relevance]

Geoengineering has its limits (2013) Climatology:

Kravitz, Ben; et al. (2013): Robust Results From Climate Model Simulations of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


From Climate Model Simulations of Geoengineering Kravitz, Ben; Robock, Alan; Irvine, … From Climate Model Simulations of Geoengineering. In Eos Trans. AGU 94 (33), p. 292.

Bellamy, Rob; et al. (2013): ‘Opening up’ geoengineering appraisal: Multi-Criteria Mapping of options for tackling climate change [6.25% relevance]


Tsonis, Anastasios A. (2013): Geoengineering carries unknown consequences [6.25% relevance]


Philosophical perspectives, legal issues, and governance frameworks, (forthcoming)


Caldeira, Ken; et al. (2013): The Science of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Robock, Alan et al. (2013): Studying Geoengineering with Natural and Anthropogenic Analogs (accepted) [6.25% relevance]


natural and anthropogenic


Pidgeon, Nick; et al. (2013): Deliberating stratospheric aerosols for climate geoengineering and the SPICE project [6.25% relevance]

Victor, David G.; et al. (2013): The Truth About Geoengineering. Science Fiction and Science Fact [6.25% relevance]


Luokkanen, M.; et al. (2013): Geoengineering, news media and metaphors: Framing the controversial (in press) [6.25% relevance]


Hartmann, Jens; et al. (2013): Enhanced Chemical Weathering as a Geoengineering Strategy to Reduce Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide, a Nutrient Source and to Mitigate [6.25% relevance]

Köhler, Peter; etc. (2013): Geoengineering impact of open ocean dissolution of olivine on atmospheric CO₂, surface ocean pH and marine biology [6.25% relevance]


Baum, Seth D.; et al. (2013): Double catastrophe: intermittent stratospheric geoengineering induced by societal collapse. (forthcoming) [6.25% relevance]


: intermittent stratospheric geoengineering induced by societal collapse, ( … : intermittent stratospheric geoengineering induced by societal collapse, ( … : intermittent stratospheric geoengineering induced by societal collapse, ( … : intermittent stratospheric geoengineering induced by societal collapse, ( …


2012): Management of trade-offs in geoengineering through optimal choice of non- ... (2012):
Management of trade-offs in geoengineering through optimal choice of non...

Williamson, Phillip; et al. (2012): Ocean fertilization for geoengineering: a review of effectiveness, environmental impacts and emerging governance [6.25% relevance]


Curvelo, Paula (2012): Exploring the Ethics of Geoengineering through Images [6.25% relevance]


Kosugi, Takanobu (2012): Fail-safe solar radiation management geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Jarvis, Andrew; Leedal, David (2012): The Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP): a control perspective [6.25% relevance]

Moreno-Cruz, Juan B.; Keith, David W. (2012): Climate policy under uncertainty: a case for solar geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Cressey, Daniel (2012): Cancelled project spurs debate over geoengineering patents [6.25% relevance]


potential geoengineering aerosols” Ferraro, A. J.; Highwood, ... “Stratospheric heating by potential geoengineering aerosols”. In: Geophys. Res. Lett.

REVIEW PAPER Ecosystem Impacts of Geoengineering: A Review for Developing a Science Plan [6.25% relevance]


Abstract Geoengineering methods are intended to reduce ... in some regions. Two types of geoengineering activities that have been proposed

Cummins, Neil Paul (2012): An Evolutionary Perspective on the Relationship Between Humans and Their Surroundings. Geoengineering, the Purpose of Life & the Nature of the Universe [6.25% relevance]


Humans and Their Surroundings. Geoengineering, the Purpose of Life & the Nature of ... Humans and Their Surroundings. Geoengineering, the Purpose of Life & the Nature of ... Humans and Their Surroundings. Geoengineering, the Purpose of Life & the Nature of

Gordijn, Bert; Have, Henk ten (2012): Ethics of mitigation, adaptation and geoengineering (online first) [6.25% relevance]


Ethics of mitigation, adaptation and geoengineering (online first) Gordijn, Bert; Have, ... Ethics of mitigation, adaptation and geoengineering. In: Medicine, health care, and ... Ethics of mitigation, adaptation and geoengineering. In: Medicine, health care, and
Schellnhuber, H. J. (2011): Geoengineering: The good, the MAD, and the sensible [6.25% relevance]


Macnaghten, Phil; Owen, Richard (2011): Environmental science: Good governance for geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Robock, A. et al. (2011): Geoengineering research [6.25% relevance]


Call for Applications: Geoengineering the Climate. 2nd Summer School at Beijing Normal University 12-16 August 2019 [6.25% relevance]

is a set of proposals to reduce

Call for Papers: Evaluating the feasibility and consequences of solar geoengineering (AGU 2018) [6.25% relevance]


and consequences of solar geoengineering (AGU 2018) Deadline: 01. August 2018 ... and consequences of solar geoengineering (AGU 2018) Deadline: 01. August 2018 ... to radiative forcing from solar geoengineering? What are the non-climate ... impacts of specific methods of solar geoengineering? [...]"

Call for Papers: Ingilaw Symposium Geoengineering: New environmental paradigm, new legal paradigm? [6.25% relevance]


Call for Papers: Ingilaw Symposium Geoengineering: New environmental paradigm, new ... of environmental law facing with geoengineering, enhanced ... Get the latest News via ... Call for Papers: Ingilaw Symposium Geoengineering: New environmental paradigm, new ... of environmental law facing with geoengineering, enhanced by an interdisciplinary

Call for Papers: Open Questions in STS and Geoengineering (EASST conference) [6.25% relevance]


Papers: Open Questions in STS and Geoengineering (EASST conference) Deadline: 14. ... and controversial proposal that geoengineering Earth's climate might be a good ... ... Papers: Open Questions in STS and Geoengineering (EASST conference) Deadline: 14. ... and controversial proposal that geoengineering Earth's climate might be a good idea

Call for Comments: AGU Position Statement on Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]
Comments: AGU Position Statement on Geoengineering Deadline: 25. September 2017 A panel … American Geophysical Union (AGU) on geoengineering. The organization encourages its ….

Call for Application: Summer School. Geoengineering the Climate (Beijing) [6.25% relevance]


Call for Application: Summer School. Geoengineering the Climate (Beijing) Deadline: 30. … of-the-art simulation results on geoengineering, and the knowledge of how to use …... Call for Application: Summer School. Geoengineering the Climate (Beijing) Deadline: 30. … of-the-art simulation results on geoengineering, and the knowledge of how to use

Job: Consultant in International Climate Policy including Geoengineering (German) [6.25% relevance]


Climate Policy including Geoengineering (German) Deadline 20. February 2017 … climate policy with a focus on geoengineering. LINK Get the latest News via RSS-…. Climate Policy including Geoengineering (German) Deadline 20. February 2017 … climate policy with a focus on geoengineering. LINK 0

Comments Add a comment KIEL

Call for Abstracts: Good Hope for Earth Sciences - Session on Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Hope for Earth Sciences - Session on Geoengineering Deadline 12. March 2017 Call for the … Geoengineering Session. Link Get the latest News … Hope for Earth Sciences - Session on Geoengineering Deadline 12. March 2017 Call for the … Geoengineering Session. Link 0 Comments Add a
Job: Program Assistant, Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative [6.25% relevance]


Program Assistant, Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative (no deadline) ... and promote its Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative. The Program ... Program Assistant, Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative (no deadline ... and promote its Carnegie Climate Geoengineering Governance Initiative. The Program

Job: PhD opportunity: Geoengineering the Southern Ocean? A transdisciplinary assessment [6.25% relevance]


Job: PhD opportunity: Geoengineering the Southern Ocean? A ... holistic appraisal of international geoengineering research, combined with an ... November 2016 Job: PhD opportunity: Geoengineering the Southern Ocean? A ... holistic appraisal of international geoengineering research, combined with an

Civil Society Meeting [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/civil-society-meeting.html

2013, Washington, DC The Washington Geoengineering Consortium (WGC) will convene a half ... on the fast evolving topic of geoengineering. Link Get the latest News via RSS- ... 2013, Washington, DC "The Washington Geoengineering Consortium (WGC) will convene a half ... on the fast evolving topic of geoengineering. This invite-only meeting will be

Lectures: Seminar on Climate Geoengineering and the Question of Justice [6.25% relevance]

Lectures: Seminar on Climate Geoengineering and the Question of Justice 04.10. ... Lund/Sweden

This seminar on Climate Geoengineering and the Question of Justice is ... 2013 Lectures: Seminar on Climate Geoengineering and the Question of Justice 04.10. ... Lund/Sweden "This seminar on Climate Geoengineering and the Question of Justice is ..."

CfP: Special Issue of JET on “The Ethics of Geoengineering” [6.25% relevance]


Issue of JET on “The Ethics of Geoengineering” Submission Deadline 01.11.2013 ... on the topic of the Ethics of Geoengineering. Link Get the latest News via RSS ... Issue of JET on “The Ethics of Geoengineering” Submission Deadline 01.11.2013 " ... on the topic of the Ethics of Geoengineering."

Link Linked to: research policy

Workshop: The Politics of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


Workshop: The Politics of Geoengineering 07.05.2013, London Workshop by ... the politics behind the different 'geoengineering' options. Link Get the latest News ... April 2013 Workshop: The Politics of Geoengineering 07.05.2013, London Workshop by ... the politics behind the different 'geoengineering' options." Link Linked to: Carbon

Harvard-Heidelberg-MIT Geoengineering Summer School Announced [6.25% relevance]


Harvard-Heidelberg-MIT Geoengineering Summer School Announced 05.-09.08. ... school, which will focus on solar geoengineering, is open to graduate students, post- ... . April 2013 Harvard-Heidelberg-MIT Geoengineering Summer School Announced 05.-09.08. ... school, which will focus on solar geoengineering, is open to graduate students, post-

Third GeoMIP Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering Workshop [6.25% relevance]

https://www.climate-engineering.eu/single/third-geomip-stratospheric-aerosol-geoengineering-
Talk/Lecture: The Hydrological Impact of Geoengineering in the GeoMIP [6.25% relevance]


/Lecture: The Hydrological Impact of Geoengineering in the GeoMIP 26.04.2013, UCAR In ... CMIP5 models that contributed to the Geoengineering model intercomparison project ( ... /Lecture: The Hydrological Impact of Geoengineering in the GeoMIP 26.04.2013, UCAR "In ... CMIP5 models that contributed to the Geoengineering model intercomparison project ( ...

Report: Proposals on the International Governance of Geoengineering [6.25% relevance]


on the International Governance of Geoengineering Report of the presentation of the ... and Governance Options for Geoengineering in the Federal Ministry for the ... on the International Governance of Geoengineering Report of the presentation of the ... and Governance Options for Geoengineering in the Federal Ministry for the ...

CfP: CCLR Special Issue on Climate Change Geoengineering & the Law [6.25% relevance]


CCLR Special Issue on Climate Change Geoengineering & the Law Abstract Deadline: 15.12. ... special issue on The Law and Climate Geoengineering, scheduled for publication in March ... CCLR Special Issue on Climate Change Geoengineering & the Law Abstract Deadline: 15.12. ... special issue on The Law and Climate Geoengineering, scheduled for publication in March
Conference: The Oxford Summer School on Geoengineering Research


Job: Research Fellow in Climate Geoengineering Governance


Talk/Lecture - "Two seminars: Fortune, Fame, Fear, Fanatacism and Geoengineering" and "The Ethics of Geoengineering in a Perfect Moral Storm"


Geoengineering Summit - Climate Ethics and Science

Conference summary: Pilot Workshop on Governing Geoengineering in the 21th Century


Job: Geoengineering Policy Fellowships


Seminar summary: Oxford Geoengineering Seminar - Much to learn about ocean fertilisation


Event Video: "Geoengineering our Climate" Keynote and Panel Discussion

rapidly emerging into the ... science, ethics and governance of geoengineering. The event was sponsored by CIGI and